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Abstract 

The well-being of early career teachers is protected by adequate classroom management 

competences adding to self-efficacy beliefs. Unfortunately, many early career teachers feel 

unprepared to manage their class successfully, causing job stress and leading to early teacher 

attrition. Support like coaching, is appreciated and effective in training the lack of competences and 

promoting confidence. The central question of this explorative study is: ‘How do video and bug-in-ear 

coaching (BIE) compare in their possible effects on classroom management competences and self-

efficacy beliefs of early career teachers in primary education?’  

Seven teachers were followed during coaching interventions using video and BIE technology. A 

multiple instrumental case-study is used within a mixed method design. Quantitative data is 

measured with an observation tool (CMOT) and a questionnaire (TSES). Qualitative data were 

collected by personal logs and interviews. Data analysis was performed by coding the stories and 

merging codes into themes, supplemented by visual inspection of the changes in behaviour and non-

parametric testing of the difference values between the pre- and post-test. The teachers developed 

positively during the coaching thereby increasing their self-efficacy. It looks like teachers who were 

coached with immediate feedback retained their enhanced classroom management competences 

longer and teachers who were coached with video experienced the strongest growth in self-efficacy 

beliefs. These differences require further investigation. All felt supported by their coach through 

attention, awareness and advice. Regardless of the strains of using BIE or a camera during teaching, 

they recommend video or BIE-coaching to early career teachers.  

 

Keywords: Coaching, Immediate feedback, Video feedback, Self-Efficacy, Classroom Management 
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Samenvatting 

Het welzijn van beginnende leerkrachten wordt beschermd door goed klassenmanagement, 

bijdragend aan professioneel zelfvertrouwen (self-efficacy). Helaas voelen startende leerkrachten 

zich niet voorbereid om hun klas succesvol te leiden, resulterend in stress en vroegtijdig vertrek uit 

het onderwijs. Ondersteuning zoals coaching, wordt gewaardeerd en is effectief in het trainen van 

het competenties en het bevorderen van self-efficacy. De centrale vraag van deze exploratieve studie 

is: 'Hoe verhouden video en bug-in-ear coaching (BIE) zich tot elkaar in hun mogelijke effecten op 

klassenmanagementvaardigheden en self-efficacy van beginnende leerkrachten in het 

basisonderwijs?' Zeven leraren werden gevolgd tijdens coaching met video- en de Ear Coach app. De 

studie is ontworpen als een meervoudige casestudy, mixed method. Kwantitatieve data werden 

gemeten met een observatie instrument (CMOT) en een vragenlijst (TSES). Kwalitatieve data werden 

verzameld met logboeken en interviews. Data-analyse is uitgevoerd door het coderen van de 

verhalen en het samenvoegen van codes tot thema's, aangevuld met observatie van 

gedragsveranderingen en niet-parametrische toetsing van de verschilwaarden tussen de pre- en 

post-test. De leraren ontwikkelden zich positief tijdens de coaching waardoor hun self-efficacy 

toenam. Het lijkt erop dat leerkrachten die gecoacht werden met BIE hun toegenomen 

klassenmanagementvaardigheden langer behielden en dat leerkrachten die gecoacht werden met 

video de sterkste groei in self-efficacy doormaakten. Deze verschillen moeten verder onderzocht 

worden. Allen voelden zich gesteund door hun coach door advies, aandacht en versterkt bewustzijn. 

Ondanks dat spanning wordt ervaren tijdens het gebruik van BIE of een camera tijdens het lesgeven, 

bevelen zij video- of BIE-coaching aan bij beginnende leraren.  

 

Trefwoorden: Coaching, Directe feedback, Video feedback, Self-Efficacy, Klassenmanagement 
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‘It’s nice that someone looks at you as a beginning teacher to just go through the basic points 

together, the competences together, what was it again, what do you see of me, just to tell your story, 

that's what I really liked, that I tell my coach, hey, you can see it on the film, I'm really struggling with 

it! Can you do something there, would you give me feedback or hey, this is indeed what I see 

regularly, is that the right thing to do or is that the wrong thing to do?’ (Alissa) 

 

••• 

 

‘I am thinking of beginning teachers in particular who can benefit from the Ear Coach, because I 

noticed in myself that the video is fun, but you only come back to it afterwards. Now you have an 

immediate action you can take at the moment you are confronted with it. So for beginning teachers 

in particular, this is perhaps a very good way. Go ahead, try it, experience it, because only then will 

you really know what you can do with it.’ (John) 
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I’m still standing! Contribution of Coaching with Video and Bug-in-Ear Technology on Early Career 

Teachers’ Classroom Management Competences: a Comparison 

1. Introduction  

In their first weeks of working as a certified teacher, many early career teachers experience a 

‘reality shock’ related to the complexity of teaching, a lack of classroom management competences 

and absence of support (Dicke et al., 2015; Simonsen et al., 2014). Disengaged students, classroom 

discipline issues and a heavy workload are strain factors (Bakker et al., 2007; Dicke et al., 2015; 

Friedman, 2006), and reasons for leaving the profession within the first five years (Borman & 

Dowling, 2008; Lindqvist et al., 2014). To cope with the stress during these years of survival and 

discovery (Huberman, 1989), collegial and professional support is important and highly appreciated, 

which are reasons to remain in the profession (Burke et al., 2013). It is especially desirable to develop 

effective classroom management strategies. Simonson et al. (2008) distinguishes competences like 

how to maximize structure, how to post, teach, review and monitor expectations and effectively 

interact with behaviour of pupils.  

Mastering classroom management strategies affects positive learning outcomes as well as 

teachers’ self-efficacy (Dicke et al., 2014; Kunter et al., 2013). Teachers’ self-efficacy points to the 

beliefs teachers have about their capabilities to influence student learning (Klassen & Chiu, 2010) and 

is a long-term predictor of instructional quality (Künsting et al., 2016). Self-efficacy is also a 

protective factor of teachers’ well-being (Friedman, 2000). Teachers with high self-efficacy 

experience less job-related stress and higher job satisfaction (Klassen & Chiu, 2010), but low self-

efficacy can result in burnout and early teacher attrition (Borman & Dowling, 2008; Brouwers & 

Tomic, 2000). Therefore, early career teachers need support, like coaching and training, to develop 

and strengthen classroom management competences and likewise increase self-efficacy beliefs 

(Schwarzer & Hallum, 2008). 
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This thesis focuses on supporting classroom management competences by coaching, 

whereby performance feedback is enhanced with technology like video, bug-in-ear (BIE) and mobile 

apps (Gibson & Musti-Rao, 2016). Three practices are compared: coaching with video (deferred 

feedback), bug-in-ear (BIE, immediate feedback) and a combination of both. Research has shown 

that immediate feedback delivered with BIE-technology has a positive effect on the professional 

growth of teachers, and the participants’ experiences are mostly positive despite the anxiety they 

felt in advance (Rock et al., 2014; Scheeler et al., 2006). Video coaching, with deferred feedback, is 

effective because it enriches the dialogue about the relived teaching episode and promotes self-

reflection (McCullagh, 2012). Research on BIE-coaching has mainly focused on the observable effects, 

like the amount of positive, corrective and supportive feedback, low-high instructional practices and 

engagement of students (Ploessl & Rock, 2014; Rock et al., 2009; Scheeler et al., 2006). However, 

self-efficacy as the psychological construct that underlies these behaviours, including connection to 

observable competences, is scarcely researched.  

The aim of this study is to compare possible effects of three types of coaching on classroom 

management competences and self-efficacy beliefs of early career teachers in primary education. 

This comparison can help early career teachers, their coaches and supervisors to match their 

coaching possibilities with learning objectives and preferences, thereby expecting to make a modest 

contribution to a supported start in education, increased well-being and teacher retention. 

1.1 Theoretical framework 

1.1.1 Self-efficacy of teachers: a threefold construct strengthened by four sources. 

When challenges in life occur, a high level of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) functions as a solid 

fundament to show perseverance and resilience. Self-efficacy influences cognitive, motivational and 

affective processes: high self-efficacy motivates people to persevere, to set challenging goals and to 

view failures as learning opportunities (Bandura, 1997). Low self-efficacy is associated with feelings 
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of depression, anxiety and helplessness (Schwarzer & Hallum, 2008). When challenging situations do 

occur, helpful coping strategies are self-appraisal, forethought and visualisation of failure and success 

(Bandura, 1993).  Teachers, especially at the beginning of their careers, have to deal with a variety of 

challenging situations. Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy (2001) distinquish three factors of 

teachers’ self-efficacy: 1.) Adapting instructional strategies to students’ needs; 2.) Maintaining 

adequate classroom management; 3.) Interacting with (disengaged) students. Once set, teachers’ 

self-efficacy is rather stable and resistant to change, with a slight increase in the first 23 years, and a 

decrease afterwards (Klassen & Chiu, 2010). However, contextual factors, like success or failure in 

managing groups in a specific year, influenced teachers to modify their self-efficacy beliefs 

(Holzberger et al., 2013). A vicious circle occurs: higher levels of emotional exhaustion cause more 

classroom disturbances, leading to more feelings of inability, etc. (Dicke et al., 2014). 

Bandura determines four sources that impact the level of self-efficacy in learning situations. 

The first source is mastery experience after instruction and practice. For successful practice, 

scaffolding is necessary until mastery is achieved (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007). The 

second source is vicarious experiences, especially when peers are witnessed (Pfitzner-Eden, 2016). 

Social, verbal persuasion is the third source, which can be provided in the form of evaluative 

feedback by mentors, colleagues, peers and coaches (Morris et al., 2016). The fourth source is 

dealing with feelings of stress and vulnerability (Bandura, 1997). Klassen and Tze (2014) concluded, 

based on a meta-analysis, that the effects of intrapersonal psychological characteristics (e.g. 

personality and self-efficacy) on teaching effectiveness are rather small, �̅� = .10. The strongest effect 

found was for self-efficacy in relation to evaluated teaching performance, �̅� = .28. Even though this 

was a moderate effect, authors conclude that further research on the variable self-efficacy is of 

substantial importance for practice. Adequate classroom management is a prerequisite for looking 

back on a school day with confidence and pleasure.  
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1.1.2 Supporting classroom management  

Self-efficacy in classroom management refers to the beliefs teachers have about their 

capabilities as a classroom manager. In his classic definition of classroom management, Brophy 

(1988) points to the competence of “creating and maintaining a learning environment conducive to 

attainment of the goals of instruction (arranging physical environment of the classroom, establishing 

rules and procedures, maintaining attention to lessons and engagement in academic activities)”. In 

line with Brophy, Simonson et al. (2008) summarised five empirically supported classroom 

management competences: a.) Maximize structure; b.) Post, teach, review, monitor, and reinforce 

expectations; c.) Actively engage students in observable ways; d.) Use a continuum of strategies for 

responding to appropriate behaviours; e.) Use a continuum of strategies to respond to inappropriate 

behaviours. Marzano (2003) adds to this enumeration the ability to maintain effective teacher and 

student relationships, and links this to self-efficacy by mentioning an appropriate mental set for 

management.  

Mastering classroom management is fundamental for any teacher, as consistently applying 

structure and strategies reduces the likelihood of students engaging in off-task and disruptive 

behaviour, leading to higher learning performance, higher levels of learning support and gains in 

students’ enjoyment (Korpershoek et al., 2016; Kunter et al., 2013; Simonsen et al., 2008). 

Unfortunately, many early career teachers feel unprepared, due to a lack of training and lack of 

exposure to classroom management demands during pre-service (Freeman et al., 2014), which 

impact their self-efficacy in classroom management (Klassen & Durksen, 2014). Demands in 

classroom management that are perceived as excessive reduce self-efficacy beliefs (Flores, 2015; 

Lazarides et al., 2020); successful experiences result in higher gains in self-efficacy (Lazarides et al., 

2020), more commitment to stay in the profession (Klassen & Chiu, 2011) and prevention of burnout 

(Aloe et al., 2013).  
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Early career teachers sometimes don’t receive enough support in their working environment, 

with associated risks of failure and feelings of anxiety, isolation and powerlessness (Ingersoll, 2012; 

Rushton, 2003; Woullard & Coats, 2004). A mentor or coach who spends time and is committed to 

the teachers’ professional development is therefore crucial and highly valued (Burke et al., 2013; 

Simonsen et al., 2014). Coaches deliver feedback to promote learning, which can refer to a task (level 

of mastery), a process (strategies of performance), one’s self-regulation (monitoring regulation of 

used strategies) or one’s self (personal characteristics) (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). By determining 

the teachers’ performance objectives in advance, it is possible for the coach to fine-tune on specific 

teaching behaviour (Farrell & Chandler, 2008; Scheeler et al., 2006), which also makes the coaching 

more meaningful for the teacher (Chow et al., 2010).  

Scheeler et al. (2004) concluded in a meta-analysis that teacher instruction improved when a 

coach or supervisor provided specific, goal-oriented, positive, corrective and immediate feedback to 

pre-service teachers. To be specific and goal-oriented, criteria are obliged related to the learners’ 

objectives (Sadler, 1998). Feedback needs a balance of at least three positive versus one corrective, 

negative comment (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Rock et al. (2012) even upgrade this balance and 

recommend a 4:1 ratio when providing feedback immediately during observation. The timing of 

feedback is of considerable importance, as the immediacy of feedback was according to Scheeler et 

al. (2004) the most effective attribute, this aspect can raise concerns about interrupting the flow of 

instruction. Even though the use of bug-in-ear (BIE) technology can overcome this obstacle, deferred 

feedback is more regularly applied, with an observation of a supervisor collecting narrative or 

quantitative data (Coninx, 2014). In the following paragraphs, the forms of coaching central in this 

study, deferred feedback with video technology and immediate feedback with BIE, are explained 

from the literature. 
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1.1.3 Deferred feedback: using video technology to enhance reflection 

In 1963 Stanford University started to use video feedback as a method for reflection on 

visible interaction (Fukkink et al., 2011). Since then, the use of video for (teacher) training has 

increased (Brophy, 2004). Video recordings allow teachers to look at themselves 'from a distance', to 

relive the teaching situation and to reflect better on their own behaviour and competences (Fuller & 

Manning, 1973; Hargie et al., 1994; McCullagh, 2012). A video coach selects one to three fragments 

that show both positive behaviour, to reinforce strengths, and fragments that show behaviour that 

needs to be improved. The coach focuses on micro-behaviours, which are short, concrete 

interactions: verbal aspects (what is said), para-lingual (intonation, volume, pace) and non-verbal 

(body posture, eye contact, use of gestures) aspects (Fukkink et al., 2011; Hargie et al., 1994). The 

cycle of observation, reflection, evaluation and specific feedback supports teachers in discovering key 

elements of their behaviour (Fukkink et al., 2011). Reflection by interaction on recordings results in a 

deep level of engagement, and higher levels of teacher motivation and activation (Rich & Hannafin, 

2009; Seidel et al., 2011).  

Fukkink et al. (2011) conducted a meta-analysis on the effects of video feedback of 33 

experimental studies. The average effect size was .40, a medium effect, with the highest effects on  

interaction (receptive, informative and relational) competences of professionals in various contact 

professions. The use of standardised forms to structure the observation and zoom in on specific 

aspects of behaviour (e.g. learning goals set in advance) showed higher outcomes enhancing the 

power of feedback. A camera in the classroom can cause feelings of vulnerability, so positive 

empowerment is preferred (Dowrick, 1999). Fukkink (2011) as well as Hattie and Timperley (2007) 

state that negative feedback with behavioural alternatives is also useful, provided that the negative 

feedback is not directed at the person, since negative feedback directed at the person reduces self-

efficacy and motivation. 
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Other studies focused on specific behaviours like amount of teacher-talk, praise, reprimands, 

engaging learners, probing questioning and going through certain stages of the lesson (Brouwer, 

2015; Fukkink et al., 2011; Reinke et al., 2014). Brouwer (2015) concluded that video coaching 

resulted in taking more initiatives and a more activating role in the classroom, giving more feedback 

to learners and (re)acting more adaptively. Reinke et al. (2014) found that more coaching resulted in 

improved classroom management competences, especially in the amounts of praise (increase) and 

reprimands (decrease). De Wit and Van Tuijl (2016) used Iris Connect, a learning environment in 

which recordings can be viewed, collected and shared, with and without a trained video coach and 

concluded that teachers felt supported and encouraged by the coach, valuing the shared experience 

and receiving more insight into the situation. Especially the use of micro-analysis by a trained coach 

added value to the interpretation of the images. Thus, video coaching is a powerful form of training, 

helping teachers to enhance positive and change negative competences (Seidel et al., 2011; Wetzels, 

2015).  

1.1.4 Immediate feedback: using bug-in-ear technology for synchronous coaching 

Feedback on observable behaviour can be delivered deferred, with video coaching, but also 

immediate, with bug-in-ear technology (BIE). BIE is most widely used to deliver immediate feedback 

without interruption of the lesson (Scheeler & Lee, 2002). Coninx (2014, p. 29) gives the following 

description of the process of synchronous coaching. 

 

In education, synchronous coaching is a method for giving immediate performance feedback 

with certain characteristics (specific, corrective, encouraging) by using BIE on targeted 

performance. These feedback messages are structured and discussed in advance. Most 

commonly, a cooperating teacher sits in the back of an actual classroom and sends the 

feedback to a (pre-service) teacher. A six-step approach with a training program for sending 

immediate performance feedback is preferable. 
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An experienced coach serves best: more experience results in more assured and specific feedback 

(Chow et al., 2001; Coninx, 2014). The coach can observe in the classroom or via a video connection, 

sending performance feedback immediately through a one-way device (Rock et al., 2009). Either way, 

a safe and respectful setting and relation is necessary to make it a shared experience (Zeichner, 

2010). Take into account that the presence of a coach, in the room or outside, influences the 

performance of the teacher and is a confounding factor (Coninx, 2014).  

The coachee wears a (Bluetooth) in-ear headset or earpiece, which allows for more targeted 

performance feedback, and which allows changes to be made right away (Lemov et al., 2012; Regan 

et al., 2017). The coach’s job is to see the majority of the classroom, to hear the teachers’ instruction 

and interaction and to deliver performance feedback that is encouraging, frequent, positive, 

corrective and specific (Blanton et al., 2019; Rock et al., 2009; Scheeler et al., 2004). Coninx et al. 

(2013) compared regular feedback and the use of keywords – a short summary of the feedback 

message defined in advance – on the unambiguous understanding of the message by pre-service 

teachers and the impact on their cognitive load. They concluded that the use of keywords is more 

beneficial, lowers the cognitive load and reduces ambiguous interpretation of feedback. This 

matches with the results of a case study of Regan et al. (2017), who followed two teacher educators 

and concluded that a common language, operationalisation of feedback and prevention of ambiguity 

enhances the coaching process. 

BIE coaching is a powerful tool for promoting behavioural change among teachers, by 

reinforcing good behaviour and strategies and encouraging the change of incorrect practices that 

otherwise persist throughout the teaching career (Scheeler et al., 2006). BIE-coaching increased 

teachers’ amount of praise, use of evidence-based instructional strategies and lifted student-teacher 

interactions like questioning (Rock et al., 2012; Rock et al., 2009). On the long term Rock et al. (2014) 

discovered that the balance between low-high instructional practices remained stable and that the 

group climate was continually positively influenced by the amount of praise, corrections and 
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reprimands. Coninx (2014) showed that pre-service teachers who received synchronous coaching 

(with the use of keywords) delivered more feedback and also showed more cooperative behaviour 

and ascendancy in their classrooms. In higher education, doctoral candidates received BIE-coaching 

during their first teaching experiences, improving their instructional practices (Regan et al., 2017). 

Qualitative results showed that BIE-coaching was satisfying, easy to adapt, and helpful in focusing on 

goal development, and that it lowered stress and supported positive self-talk (Giebelhaus, 1994; 

Rock et al., 2014; Sharplin et al., 2016). Despite some anxiety and technological problems in advance, 

participants appreciate the support of the coach as an extra eye in the classroom, and recommend 

BIE-coaching to (pre-service) teachers (Giebelhaus, 1994; Rock et al., 2014).  

1.2 Present study 

Dyads of early career teachers and experienced coaches received or executed coaching in 

one of three modes: 1) deferred coaching using video — referred to as video coaching, 2) immediate 

coaching using the Ear Coach application — referred to as BIE-coaching, or 3) a combination of video 

and BIE-coaching. The overarching research question of this explorative study was: ‘How do video 

and bug-in-ear coaching (BIE) compare in their possible effects on classroom management 

competences and self-efficacy beliefs of early career teachers in primary education?’ 

Research showed that feedback is most effective when it is immediately delivered (Scheeler 

et al., 2004) and that the addition of video enriches the dialogue and self-reflection during the 

conversation after the lesson (McCullagh, 2012; Van der Linden & McKenney, 2020). Based on this 

research it was hypothesised that:  

H1: Teachers who receive immediate feedback using BIE technology have a higher development of 

classroom management competences and self-efficacy beliefs than teachers who received video 

coaching.  

H2: Teachers who receive immediate feedback using BIE technology together with video coaching 

have the highest development in classroom management competences and self-efficacy beliefs.  
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In addition to exploring possible effects, the attitude as well as the experiences of the 

teachers during the coaching are important as well. First, to gain insight into the teacher's 

development, to interpret the scores correctly, and second to gain insight into the practicality of the 

coaching approaches for recommendations at the educational work field. Burke et al. (2013) found 

that collegial and coach support are highly valued by beginning teachers. Despite this valuation, Rock 

et al. (2012) reported that teachers felt anxiety in advance using a BIE-device and Fry and Hin (2006) 

reported inconvenient and disruptive experiences during the lessons, mainly because of failing BIE-

technique. They also found that teachers who experienced BIE would certainly recommend the 

technique. Therefore is it was further hypothesized that:  

H3: Teachers sustained their positive attitudes towards the coaching interventions, despite a light 

tension beforehand. 

2. Method 

2.1 Participants and setting 

Four coaches and eight early career teachers formed dyads, each coach supported two 

teachers. Using purposive convenience sampling (Kazdin, 2011), the coaches were recruited from the 

professional network of the researcher and an appeal from LinkedIn. All coaches were video coaches 

and trained to discern and record relevant teacher behaviour from an optimal perspective (zoom in, 

zoom out, right angle) during observations. Because of this expertise, they were expected to be able 

to provide immediate feedback using the Ear Coach as well. To avoid bias as a result of the coach’s 

performance, they should have at least 3 years of experience in video coaching. The four coaches, all 

female, M = 48.5 years, SD = 4.44 years, were fully briefed on the study, after which they were 

assigned to one of the conditions in consensus. 

To limit the diversity of the teachers, the following criteria were included: 1) working as a 

certified teacher in primary education; 2) have two years working experience at the most; 3) 

expressed a support request to develop classroom management competences. The function of each 
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coach was to mentor early career teachers in their school organisation, so they approached teachers 

to participate in the research in addition to coaching in the new school year (September 2021). This 

resulted in eight teachers (two male and six female, aged M = 27, SD = 6.21) who were willing to 

participate in the study. One teacher dropped out halfway due to personal circumstances. Table 1 

and 2 provide an overview of the demographic data of the teachers and coaches for each condition.  

 

Table 1 
 
Demographics Participating Teachers – September 2021 

Condition Pseudonym Gender Age Level of education 
Teaching experience 
(Y/M)* 

BIE-coaching 
John M 21 Bachelor 0/00 

Lynde F 25 Bachelor 1/04 

Video + BIE-coaching Melody F 27 Bachelor 1/00 

Video coaching 

Jasmyn F 26 Bachelor 0/00 

Kyle M 25 Bachelor 0/00 

Alissa F 22 Bachelor 0/06 

Shannon F 29 Master (Msc) 1/00 

Note. *Working experience in primary education as a teacher. 
 

Table 2 
 
Demographics Participating Coaches – September 2021 

Condition Pseudonym Gender Age Level of education 
Coaching experience 
(Y/M)* 

BIE-coaching Sarah F 52 Bachelor 11/00 

Video + BIE-coaching Meghan F 42 Master (MSc) 4/00 

Video coaching 
Marjory F 50 Master (M) 9/00 

Marlene F 50 Master (M) 9/01 

Note. *Working experience in primary education as a video coach. 

 

2.2 Instruments and materials 

2.2.1 Questionnaire 

 To describe the teachers, a questionnaire was administered for collecting demographics, 

working experience as a teacher, and previous education — See Appendix 1. Additional questions 
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were about work and school setting, group intensity and attitude towards the coaching process to 

gather more background information about the initial situation of the teachers.  

2.2.2 Classroom Management Observation Tool 

To measure classroom management competences of the teachers, the Classroom 

Management Observation Tool (CMOT) (Simonsen et al., 2020) was used during all observations — 

See Appendix 2. The CMOT is a recently developed instrument that is “assessing teachers’ 

implementation of four empirically supported classroom practices: 1) actively supervising, 2) 

providing opportunities to respond, 3) delivering specific praise, and 4) maintaining a favourable 

ratio of positive to corrective feedback” (Simonson et al., 2020). These four observable practices had 

to be answered on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = ‘disagree strongly’ to 4 = ‘agree 

strongly’, including a field for explanation. As an example, ‘active supervision’ was operationalised 

into ‘the educator effectively engaged in active supervision of students in the classroom (i.e., moving, 

scanning, interacting).’ Six dichotomic items were added for periodically observable changes in 

classroom management practices like ‘The educator posted 3-5 positively stated behavioural 

expectations in the classroom.’ These six items were scored by the coach only at baseline and final 

observation. The original version of the CMOT was translated into Dutch under supervision and 

control of a person with a master’s degree in English Literature & Culture and by a Dutch PhD 

researcher referred to by the author of the original version, a competent and experienced translator 

— See Appendix 3. 

2.2.3 Teacher Sence of Efficacy Scale 

To measure teachers’ self-efficacy in the pre- and post-test, the long version of the Teacher 

Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001) was used as a diagnostic 

instrument — See Appendix 4. The TSES consisted of 24 items divided over three subscales with eight 

items each. All questions had to be answered on a nine-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = ‘nothing’ 
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to 9 = ‘a great deal.’  Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy (2001) reported good values of internal 

reliability of each subscale of the original TSES. The first subscale ‘self-efficacy in instructional 

strategies’, had a Cronbach's α = .91,with questions like “How well can you implement alternative 

strategies in your classroom?” The second subscale ‘self-efficacy in classroom management’ had a 

Cronbach’s α = .90 and involved questions like “How well can you establish a classroom management 

system with each group of students?” The third subscale ‘self-efficacy in student engagement’ has a 

Cronbach's α = .87 and included questions like “How much can you do to control disruptive 

behaviour in the classroom?” The Dutch version was translated by Goei and Schipper (2016) and was 

retrieved after direct contact — See Appendix 5. 

2.2.4 Logbook 

Qualitative data was collected through personal logs of both teachers and coaches — See 

Appendices 6 and 7. The logs were pre-structured with open-ended questions to guide the reflection 

process before and after each coaching session concerning, for example, the feelings after the 

session, the influence of the feedback on the development of classroom management competences 

and to collect subject-specific information for comparison. Examples of questions for teachers are: 

“How did you experience this coaching session receiving immediate feedback with the Ear Coach 

app?” and “Which feedback has stayed with you the most and why?”. Examples of questions for 

coaches were: “How did you experience giving direct feedback with the pre-selected keywords?” and 

“What do you expect to be the result of this session?”  

2.2.5 Semi-structured interview 

The semi-structured interview with teachers as well as coaches consisted of questions about 

the situation and experiences at the beginning of the school year, during and after the coaching — 

See Appendices 8 and 9. For instance, coaches were asked about their impression of the teacher's 

classroom management, how the teacher perceived this, and how much self-efficacy was shown by 
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the teachers. To zoom in on each condition, questions were included about the experiences, such as 

filming in the classroom, amount of feedback and the use of the Ear Coach app, keywords and 

earpiece. 

2.2.6 Technological tools 

The video coaches used their own video camera and editing software. For a genuine 

comparison all video recordings needed to be dynamic, focusing on the teacher-student interaction, 

zooming in or out of a situation and capturing specific, detailed behaviour. Therefore, two coaches 

cooperated in the combined condition, one video coach (the researcher) and one BIE-coach 

(Meghan). After filming, the researcher transferred the footages to the BIE-coach.  

The BIE coaches used the Ear Coach application installed on their smartphone, together with 

a Bluetooth earpiece worn by the teacher. The Ear Coach application uses keywords based on 

learning objectives, which are entered by the coach on a tablet or smartphone before the lesson. 

When BIE coaches tap on the keyword, the keyword is converted into wirelessly transmitted audio 

messages that is received by the earpiece of a teacher. After each session a report of the session is 

made available for download. Figure 1 shows images of the application: 1) Start session; 2) Adding 

keywords; 3) Interface during real time coaching; 4) Part of report after a session. All sessions are 

stored in the app.  
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Figure 1 

Images of Ear Coach application 

 
 

2.3 Procedure 

The six-step approach to synchronous coaching (Coninx, 2014) (See Figure 2) was used to 

ensure that the coaches followed the same steps in each condition. During step 5 (fading) scaffolding 

was applied. Scaffolding is the adjustment of guidance so that teachers are supported at the desired 

level: they receive sufficient support to perform the action, and are increasingly allowed more 

autonomy to practice it themselves (Van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2013). Video coaching requires a 

slightly different approach then immediate coaching, therefore, the three conditions were specified 

in line with the six-step approach — See Appendix 10. Appendix 11 contains a summary of the 

process, containing experiences and reflections of the participants following these six steps.  
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Figure 2 

The Six-Step Approach for Synchronous Coaching 

Step Sub-steps 

1. Taking care of two 
prerequisites 

a) Both coach and (pre-service) teacher must be willing to participate. 
b) Getting parental permission if pupils in the classroom are being filmed or interviewed  

2. Implementing a training 
program for using a BIE 
device, which consists of five 
sub-steps: 
 

a) Explanation of the procedures and roles of coach and (pre-service) teacher. 
b) Determination of the target of the performance feedback—that is, which behaviour should 
improve?  
c) Technical instruction  
d) Modelling good teacher behaviour 
e) Practice time  

3. Discussing performance of the (pre-service) teacher. 

4. Intervention 
The actual usage of BIE and video during four sessions, with four follow-up conversations. In the 
conversation the next targeted behavioural improvement or intervention and codes are discussed. 

5. Fading the usage of 
BIE/video during four sessions 

1. usage of BIE / footage analysed by coach 
2. usage of BIE / footage analysed by coach 
3. usage of BIE but not giving immediate feedback by coach / footage analysed by teacher 
4. no usage of BIE / footage analysed by teacher 

6. Evaluation of performance of (pre-service) teacher 

 

The duration of the investigation is limited to four months, in accordance with Kember's 

(2003) recommendation: the longer the intervention lasts, the more difficult it is to keep external 

variables constant. After a preparatory phase, a pre-test was administered to determine the 

teachers’ initial level of classroom management competences and self-efficacy beliefs. Then the 

actual coaching intervention was performed, followed by the post-test. A break between the sessions 

and post observations forms the bridge between possible short and longer term effects, after which 

the data collection was concluded by means of an interview. Figure 3 shows the timeline of the 

study.  

Figure 3 

Timeline in Weeks 
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2.3.1 Preparation (May – July 2021).  

In the kick-off meeting, the researcher met the four coaches to explain the study design, 

planning, six-step approach and instruments. In an additional meeting, BIE coaches practised with 

the Ear Coach app whereby the selection and use of keywords was emphasized and the technical 

aspects discussed. The coaches approached early career teachers working at their schoolboards to be 

coached and willing to participate in the study. The coaches informed the researcher of the names 

and contact information of the teachers. Before the summer holidays in 2021, all teachers received 

an email about what to expect at the start of the school year concerning the study and the 

information letter – See Appendix 12. The study was carried out in accordance with guidelines and 

approval of the ethical committee (cETO) of the Open University. 

2.3.2 Implementation six-step approach (September – December 2021)  

Step 1 and 2. During the initial coach-teacher meeting, each participant received a booklet 

including all instruments specified per condition and in chronological order. Appointments were 

made about the timing and conditions. To conduct the pre-observations correctly, the instruments 

belonging to the (pre-)observations were reviewed with the coaches, so that all coaches interpreted 

the instruments uniformly. In the pre-observation, the CMOT was first applied and the pre-test 

(TSES) administered.  

Step 3 to 5. The learning objectives and keywords were determined per the coaching session. 

Each coaching session consisted of 1) Immediate feedback or filming for 30 minutes during a 

mathematics lesson; 2) Completion of logbooks by both teachers and coaches, completion of the 

observation instrument, analysis of video footage or Ear Coach report by coaches; 3) A post-

conference based on selected fragments and/or the Ear Coach session, of approximal 45-60 minutes 

within one week, to share input, discuss the performance of the teacher and develop new keywords 

or classroom interventions in line with the learning objectives.  
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Step 6. After the last coaching session, each teacher completed the post-test (TSES) and each 

dyad evaluated the sessions. After a break of 3-4 weeks, each coach visited the teacher once or twice 

for final observations (i.e., the post-observation) without a conversation. The amount of post-

observations depended on the work schedule and health of the coach and teacher. The coaches 

returned all completed instruments in person or by mail.  

Interview. Semi-structured interviews with each participant were planned in advance at the 

end of the implementation. During the scheduled interviews, the researcher had tested corona 

positive, so 11 of the 12 interviews were conducted and recorded through an online meeting, after 

which they were transcribed and analysed. In line with cETO advice, teachers received a 

comprehensive results paragraph of their condition, to give them an opportunity for any reaction, 

which did not lead to any changes. 

2.3.3 Additional remarks to the study 

Multiple dyads were confronted with illness (mainly Covid-19) and regulations due to the 

pandemic, like periods of quarantine of teacher or groups, the school lockdown before Christmas 

Break and longer Covid-19 illness. Therefore, the planning had to be adapted to the circumstances 

caused by the pandemic, like three instead of four coaching sessions, one pre- or post-observation, 

longer interval periods and not being able to complete all steps within the study.  

2.4 Data analysis 

To explore the research question an embedded mixed method design was used, in which the 

quantitative and qualitative data were collected at the same time as well as in sequence (Creswell, 

2014, p. 581). The purpose of the quantitative part was to examine and compare possible effects of 

the coaching interventions on early career teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs and more specifically on 

their beliefs and observable competences in classroom management. Because of the small sample 

each participant acted as their own control (Horner et al., 2005). The qualitative part focused on the 
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attitudes and experiences of the participants of each coaching mode and is used to supplement and 

explain the quantitative results and give more insight into the process the participants went through 

during coaching.  

Data were collected in various ways, to triangulate and strengthen the results (Creswell, 

2014, p. 283). The TSES questionnaire consisted of three dimensions with eight items each rated on a 

nine-point Likert scale. The scores were calculated using SPSS. The CMOT consisted of four aspects, 

each aspect was rated on a four-point scale. If a coach had given two scores, for example a 2 and 3, a 

score of 2.5 was recorded, as displayed in the graphic. To demonstrate a functional relationship 

between variables within small samples, the mean, level, trend and variability of behavioural changes 

for each teacher was visualised by a combined graphic (Horner et al., 2005).  

To answer H1 and H2 – comparing and ranking possible effects of the three interventions – 

first a within case analysis was performed by visual inspection of the graphic of each teacher, to 

assess changes in teachers’ behaviour, like a positive or negative change or a fluctuating pattern in 

the classroom management competences and self-efficacy beliefs (Tankersley et al., 2008). The 

qualitative data (logbook and interview) helped to interpret the graphs. Second, a comparison of the 

three coaching modes (cross-case analysis) was applied by ranking and visual inspection. Additional 

non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, and follow up analysis using multiple Mann-Whitney U tests, 

were performed to statistically compare the three conditions. To determine the extent of 

development of teachers’ self-efficacy within the sample, a paired-samples T-test was conducted, 

using the difference scores of the TSES dimensions.  

To answer H3 – comparing the expectations and experiences of the teachers – all interviews 

were transcribed and the logbooks were digitised. Terms and quotations of the participants’ 

transcripts were coded, using a pre-prepared codebook and NVivo codes. To assess interrater 

agreement for the qualitative data, a fellow thesis-circle student of Educational Sciences coded 25% 

of the transcripts, aiming for a reliability factor of α = .800, in accordance with guidelines of 
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Krippendorff (in Friese, 2019, p.279-280). The intercoder agreement analysis resulted in α = .873. 

Relevant differences were discussed. Next, overlapping and redundant codes were excluded, merged 

and all codes were grouped and organised into categories (code groups). All content per code group 

was compiled into a report, which generated an overview of the quotations within each condition. 

Based on this report, further analysis was performed by summarizing the experiences per condition. 

Striking statements were added to reinforce and illustrate the analysis.  

Descriptive and non-parametric statistics were performed with 'IBM SPSS 28'. Graphics were 

designed with 'Microsoft Office Excel 2019'. Qualitative data were systematically coded and analysed 

using Atlas.ti 22. 

3. Results 

3.1 Effects of coaching on self-efficacy beliefs 

Considering the whole sample of teachers used in this study, significant differences were 

found between before and after coaching; that is, each individual teacher experienced an increase in 

classroom management competences. For student engagement, M = .66, SD = .84, the difference 

was significant t(6) = 2.07, p = .042. For instructional strategies the difference, M = .91, SD = .94, was 

significant, t(6) = 2.56, p = .021. Self-efficacy in classroom management, the main point of attention 

in this study, also differed significantly, M = 1.00, SD = .52, t(6) = 5.04, p = .001.  

The non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test showed that the three conditions did not differ on 

self-efficacy beliefs regarding Student Engagement (H(2) = 2.25, p = .33), Instructional Strategies, 

(H(2) = 4.82, p = .09) and Classroom Management (H(2) = 2.25, p = .33). Table 3, provides an 

overview of the differences between the pre- and post-test, to show the increase or decrease in self-

efficacy beliefs of each individual teacher. Ranking-scores were added to compare the results of each 

condition. 



 

Table 3 
Scores and Differences of Self-Efficacy Beliefs Before and After Coaching 

  Student engagement Instructional strategies Classroom management   

Condition Teacher Start End Diff. (rank) Start End Diff. (rank) Start End Diff. (rank) 
Rank 
total 
(position) 

Illustrative quotes 

Video coach 

Jasmyn 5.63 6.38 +.75 (4) 6.00 6.88 +.88 (4) 5.88 7.38 +1.50 (7) 15 (2) 

I really had the first few weeks when I came home thinking, oh 
I have to do this for another half year […] It's not so much that 
I feel more confident in certain aspects, but more generally in 
my self-confidence. 

Kyle 5.63 6.75 +1.12 (6) 6.63 6.88 +.25 (2) 6.38 7.00 +.62 (2) 10 (6) 

In the beginning I did not enjoy going to the group as much, 
because I mainly saw the negative side, but through the video 
coaching I noticed that ‘oh, that's not so bad’ and you have to 
look at it more positively. 

Alissa 6.38 5.50 -.88 (1) 7.00 6.88 -.12 (1) 6.63 6.88 +.25 (1) 3 (7) 
At the beginning of the year I really thought, ‘oh no, I'm not 
going to succeed’ [...] now I mainly think, yes, this went well, 
let's do it again tomorrow. 

Shannon 6.25 6.88 +.63 (5) 6.88 7.25 +.37 (3) 6.00 7.25 +1.25 (6) 14 (3) 

Of course, in the beginning I was still a bit insecure, but now I 
have a bond with the children, I know what the group is like, 
and they know what to expect from me. […] my image of 
myself, the self-efficacy actually, has been the biggest issue. 

Ear Coach 

John 7.13 7.38 +.20 (2) 6.88 7.88 +1.00 (5) 7.25 8.13 +.88 (4) 11 (5) 

At the start, I was a bit like, let's go, I'm looking forward to it, 
but at the back of my mind I was thinking, ooh, there are still 
things I need to think about, how am I going to tackle and 
solve them?[…] now I clearly feel more competent and I notice 
that I have more insight into what I do myself. And that is 
great. 

Lynde 6.13 7.00 +.87 (3) 6.38 7.63 +1.25 (6) 6.75 7.50 +.75 (3) 12 (4) 

Oh, I don't know this and I don't know that either, there was 
something new every time […] now I feel completely like the 
teacher of grade 6 and if you have a question you can come to 
me, that gives me a very safe and pleasant feeling. 

Ear- & Video 
coach 

Melody 4.50 6.38 +1.88 (7) 4.13 6.88 +2.75 (7) 6.25 8.00 +1.25 (6) 20 (1) 

Yes, I did find it exciting in the beginning. I really needed 
moments of success to learn from them. […] I now have more 
and more confidence that I can explain the material in a good 
way, I can create tranquillity and structure. It’s nice that I have 
that now. 

Total n=7 5.95 6.61 +.66*kl 6.27 7.18 +.91* kl 6.45 7.45 +1.00* k   

*Sign. (p<.05)            

 



 

3.2 Effects of coaching on classroom management competences 

In this section, the individual results of each teacher and stories from the logs and interview 

are described per coaching condition and visualised by a graph containing the coaches' observation 

scores. Each graph also includes the two scores on self-efficacy beliefs for classroom management, 

connected by a line (Linear: SE Classroom Management).  

Four teachers (two in BIE-coaching, one in Video-coaching, and one in Video+BIE-coaching 

condition) showed a stepwise increase on the four distinguished dimensions of the CMOT. Three 

teachers (three in Video coaching condition) showed a fluctuating image from which two teachers 

did not sustain the new competences in the longer term. 

3.2.1 Coaching with video 

Four teachers and their two coaches used video-recordings and deferred feedback (Table 4).  

Table 4 

The four teachers in the Video coaching condition 

Coach Teacher 
Teaching 
experience 
(Y/M) 

Job size in days Grade Group size Group intensity 

Marlene 
Alissa 0/06 4 7 16 Regular 

Shannon 1/00 5 7-8 16 Hard 

Marjory 
Jasmyn 0/00 4 3-4 20 Hard 

Kyle 0/00 5 7-8 18 Hard 

Notes. Grades in The Netherlands: age 4-6 = grade 1-2, age 6-8 = grade 3-4, age 8-10 = grade 5-6, age 10-12 = grade 7-8.  
Group intensity as experienced by the teacher at the start schoolyear. 

 

Alissa. At the beginning of the schoolyear Alissa struggled with her own expectations and 

reality, such as the desire to have fun as opposed to routine and effective teaching, which exhausted 

her. Figure 4 shows that after a strong start, a dip in effective teaching behaviour was visible. During 

this period, Alissa found it difficult to organize effective instruction, to differentiate and to respond 

to behaviour. Through the coaching Alissa realized she had to be more restrictive towards her pupils. 

Supported by her coach she implemented routines and worked on articulating more clearly what she 

expects from pupils, to better maintain the flow of instruction. Due to the video and feedback Alissa 
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experienced more self-confidence, mainly because of the peace she has and the overview. This 

growth is not fully reflected in her scores, matching with Alissa’s experiences at this point of her 

career.  

Figure 4 

Development Alissa  

 

Shannon. For Shannon's class, structure was essential with a predictable daily schedule and 

teacher. Shannon doubted her teaching performance because many pupils showed negative 

behaviour. Figure 5 shows that her competences were at an adequate level, with growth in giving 

more opportunities to react. Around session 3, she had some tough weeks and the coaching helped 

her to get on her feet and persevere. She focused on engaging her students, keeping their attention 

on her instruction. Her coach showed especially those positive moments which were the result of her 

efforts and that gave her confidence and perseverance. Shannon noticed that she gets a lot more 

things done and that this is due to her positive influence in the classroom.  

Because her group was behaviourally very intensive to manage, an external trainer practiced 

additionally to the coaching, social competences with the group during three months. The group-

training used was ‘Rots & Water (Reitz et al., 2019)’ and resulted in improved pupil-behaviour. 

Legenda for Figures 4-10  
P1 and P2: pre-test and start observations;  
C1-C4: observations during coaching;  
E1 and E2: post-test and final observations 
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Figure 5 

Development Shannon  

 

Jasmyn. Jasmyn saw quickly in the video footage that she had little control and overview, 

especially on the transitions. Figure 6 shows that Jasmyn’s classroom management competences 

raised overall. She implemented an intervention (a signal), and effects on all four aspects were visible 

from the second session, like more smooth transitions and calmness in her young group. The 

coaching supported her to persist, promoted student involvement and giving specific feedback on 

good practices. Unfortunately, Jasmyn temporarily stopped working after session 3, due to the long-

term consequences of a Covid-infection.  

Figure 6  

Development Jasmyn  
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Kyle. At the start of the schoolyear Kyle had a stable and good overview. However, he gave 

too much negative attention and feedback on student behaviour. Kyles point of attention was to give 

more positive, explicit feedback. Figure 7 shows that Kyle steadily developed after session two, but 

that giving specific feedback has not been perpetuated. Through the video-fragments Kyle realised 

that more goes well then he thought, after which he turned his attention more on the positive 

behaviour of pupils in the classroom. Kyle works with more pleasure, is more relaxed and can switch 

easily, because of the insight into the teaching programme and the self-confidence he has gained.  

Figure 7 

Development Kyle  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2.2 Coaching with BIE (Ear Coach) 

Teachers Lynde and John and their coach Sarah used the Ear Coach, Table 5.  

Table 5 

The two teachers in the BIE-coaching condition 

Coach Teacher 
Teaching 
experience 
(Y/M) 

Job size in days Grade Group size Group intensity 

Sarah 
John 0/00 4 7 21 Regular 

Lynde 1/04 5 6 28 Regular 
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John. John started at a more than adequate level of classroom management competences. 

The pace of Johns group did challenged him. During coaching he invested mainly in routines and how 

to anticipate effectively on the learning attitude of his pupils. Figure 8 shows that John further 

finetuned his classroom management competences, persistent in the longer term. He learned to be 

more specific in his feedback and to monitor from a fixed position rather than from walking around. 

He explains that the immediate feedback contributed to a different perspective and awareness 

during the lessons, prompting or even preventing him to anticipate, as he sometimes tended to react 

too quickly to questions or pupil-behaviour.  

Figure 8   

Development John  

 

Lynde. At the beginning of the schoolyear, Lynde felt overwhelmed by her new work 

situation. Much was unknown, teaching all pupils well was a quest for her. She focused on organising 

the multiple levels in her class, how everyone remained active even during independent work, and 

how to give more specific feedback. During the coaching Lynde has grown incrementally on all points 

of the CMOT, she had a good overview, refined and sustained it (Figure 9). She learned to make her 

feedback on behaviour more specific, more substantive. Lynde anchored the keywords ‘strategy’ and 

‘check’ in her actions and experiences a clear structure in her lessons, which makes her predictable 

to her students.  
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Figures 9 

Development Lynde  

 

3.2.3 Coaching with Video and BIE (Ear Coach) 

Teacher Melody and coach Meghan used both the Ear Coach and video-recordings (Table 6).  

Table 6 

The one teacher in the Video + BIE-coaching condition 

Coach Teacher 
Teaching 
experience 
(Y/M) 

Job size in days Grade Group size Group intensity 

Meghan Melody 1/00 3 5-6 20 Regular 

 

Melody. Monitoring her class was good from the start. Melody focused on the provision of 

more positive and specific feedback to her pupils to guide and stimulate behaviour and engagement.  

Due to the coaching Melody gained more insight into the way she was in control in the classroom, 

giving her pupils few options to react. After the first session she already turned this around by 

involving pupils more and to specify her feedback (Figure 10). In the sessions that followed her 

progression was reflected in the film extracts, mainly giving more explicit feedback. The growth of 

her self-efficacy beliefs (highest) in combination with her CMOT-results shows that she has grown 

especially in competence perception.  
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Figure 10 

Development Melody 

 

3.3 Attitudes and experiences immediate and/or deferred feedback 

To explore the third hypothese, the teachers wrote in their logbook and answered questions 

about their attitude towards the experiences of specific aspects of their coaching condition. This 

section first describes the attitudes per condition in advance and afterwards. Next, several aspects of 

the coaching process are compared. 

3.3.1 Attitudes before the coaching sessions 

Video coaching condition. The teachers first felt exciting, confrontational and a little 

uncomfortable. They hoped to gain more insight, support and feedback to improve their teaching. 

They expected that the camera and coach would show their work situation from a different angle. 

They hoped to grow in competences and find handles to get more grip on the class.  

BIE-coaching condition. For John and Lynde coaching with an earpiece was completely new. 

They were curious and took up the challenge.  They did expect that it takes time to get used to it. 

Lynde hoped for new tricks and she thought it would be fun, interesting but confusing. John hoped 

for new insights and a different perspective on his teaching actions.  
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Video + BIE-coaching condition. Melody was familiar with video coaching, but the Ear Coach 

was new. The combination made her curious and enthusiastic and she also felt tension. She expected 

the combination to be of added value. Melody hoped to get more handles and advice to improve her 

instructions.  

3.3.2 Comparison of multiple aspects during and after coaching sessions 

Table 7 provides an overview of the experiences on certain aspects during and after the 

coaching. For a detailed description, including quotations, see Appendix 13. 

Table 7 

Three Coaching Conditions: Experiences Participants on Specific Aspects  

Aspects Video coaching BIE-coaching Video + BIE-coaching 

Coach in class Coach was familiar to pupils, 
asked to help them. Due to 
the presence of the camera, 
the teacher perceived the 
class as calmer than usual. 

Nice to have support from 
coach inside classroom. 
Appearance coach already 
triggered actions, thus 
without immediate 
feedback. 

Tension before, coaches 
became invisible. It yielded 
more than it cost in terms of 
energy. 

Post-conference 
with coach 

Valuable for reflection. 
Improved feedback. Zooming 
in on interaction patterns 
between teacher and pupils. 
Video-fragments were eye-
openers. Confirmation by 
positive fragments.  

Pleasant, open to feedback, 
sharing experiences, 
awareness. Conversation 
shortly after the session 
ensured that feedback and 
actions were better 
remembered and discussed. 

Pleasant, rich, with the 
fragments enabling to go much 
deeper into the how and why 
of a designation; to analyse 
effects in more detail. 
Confirmation by positive 
fragments.  

Keywords - Determining went smoothly; 
keywords triggered action; 
aligning after each session. 
Powerful: well done, check, 
strategy. 

Choice was a challenge, chosen 
keywords were multi-
interpretable.  
Powerful: well done, wait, 
compliment.  

Earpiece - Impersonal voice. Nuisance, 
dull sound in one ear. 

Muted sound in one ear, 
feelings of blocked 
hearing/senses. 

Camera in class Tension beforehand, 
especially when the teacher 
was stressed. At the start 
focused on camera presence. 
Initially distracting for some 
pupils. Minimal interruption 
during filming. 

- Camera was intense at 
mistakes. Possibility of looking 
back gave peace of mind. 

Cognitive 
overload 

Tension in front of the 
camera can cause cognitive 
overload (e.g., feelings of 
agitation). 

Newly added keywords 
increased cognitive overload. 
Timing was challenge to 
prevent overload. 

The chosen keywords 
increased cognitive overload. 
Timing and point-of-view of 
coach were essential to 
prevent overload. 
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Aspects Video coaching BIE-coaching Video + BIE-coaching 

Immediate 
feedback with 
Ear Coach 

- Another dimension to 
coaching: action-reaction; 
quick anticipation; increase 
of effects. 

Great addition if a small 
concrete goal with matching 
keywords was chosen. Positive 
affirmation resulted in insight 
and continued behaviour. 

Deferred 
feedback with 
video 

Teacher and class/pupil 
behaviour was visible; insight 
into situations and small 
details. Discussion and 
feedback to act differently. 
Possibility to determine the 
value of the situation by 
teacher, own point of view. 

- Teacher and class/pupil 
Behaviour was visible, 
confirmation of effective 
behaviour plus pupil reaction; 
insight into situations and how 
to handle differently. 
 

Issues Deleting footage once; lack 
of time. 

 

Issues with not-functioning 
earpiece and application.  
Sounds from other apps 
interrupted the session. 

Issues with not-functioning 
earpiece and application.  
 

 

3.3.3 Attitudes after the coaching sessions 

Video coaching condition. When teachers felt little confidence, the camera increased 

tension, alertness and nervous feelings. Even with these feelings, all teachers were positive about 

video coaching. They found it a great advantage that you can look back at situations, which allows 

you to develop your own point of view. The video enriched the conversation to a deepened level of 

understanding, by self-reflection and input from the coach. Positive fragments were experienced as 

supportive for self-efficacy beliefs, zooming in on pupils showed their behaviour after an intervention 

or compliment. Small interventions that can make a big and quick difference were the best choice in 

terms of goals. Video coaching was recommended to beginning teachers. 

BIE-coaching condition. BIE coaching with the Ear Coach app was experienced as supportive 

and useful. The immediate feedback emphasised what went well during the session. The Ear Coach 

app was experienced as accessible and effective for training compact interventions, such as keeping 

an overview, giving a compliment or using a signal to quiet the class. The app was experienced as an 

easy and convenient tool and according to both teachers and coach an added value for coaching of 

classroom management competences. The teachers in this conditions were acquainted with video 

coaching and knew the tension a camera gives. They, therefore, think the Ear Coach app can offer an 
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alternative when the tension of a camera is too high and they wish to continue using the Ear Coach 

app. BIE-coaching was recommended to beginning teachers. 

Video + BIE-coaching condition. Melody experienced the combination as valuable. Looking 

back and reflecting on situations with video, supported her self-efficacy level most. BIE-coaching was 

more supportive if objectives and keywords were focused on small concrete changes. She 

recommended choosing video, BIE or a combination of both depending on the learning objective. 

Direct feedback with BIE is, according to Melody, a valuable alternative if filming leads to too much 

tension. 

4. Discussion 

In the first half of the school year, the teachers involved in the study gained a lot of work 

experience and got acquainted with their pupils, colleagues and methodologies. They became wiser 

through trial and error about how they want to be teachers. They were most challenged by discipline 

issues, unmotivated students, and in organising and aligning instruction in such a way that all pupils 

are and stay engaged. These challenged were similar to the findings in previous research (Dicke et al., 

2015; Bakker et al., 2017). All were convinced that coaching made a valuable contribution to their 

self-efficacy, classroom management competences and recommend that every novice teacher will be 

assigned to an engaged coach in order to work on goals like maintaning rules, routines and deliver 

specific feedback as a reaction on pupil behaviour. The seven teachers grew significantly in the three 

dimensions of teachers’ self-efficacy. This growth is in line with Bandura (1994) stating that in 

teaching, sustained effort to overcome setbacks and difficulties is needed, contributing to a growth 

in self-efficacy. Coping with difficult circumstances requires encouragement, otherwise pessimism 

can lead to disbelief in one's capabilities with associated behavioural validation (Bandura, 1994). A 

coach can reduce stress and anxiety and provide behavioural alternatives through constructive 

feedback (Weber et al., 2016). As Hobson et al. (2009) wrote, coaching decreases feelings of 
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isolation, and increases self-confidence and self-reflection, contributing to problem-solving 

capabilities especially in classroom management.  

Differences and similarities were identified in the teachers' learning process. Some originated 

from the different classroom situations, such as class dynamics and its impact on maintaining order.  

Others emerged from the types of coaching and how it was conducted and experienced. Statistically, 

there were no differences between the three conditions within this small sample but the research 

question and hypotheses can be answered with caution. The results seem to indicate a trend that the 

teachers coached in the BIE-coaching condition showed stronger growth in classroom management 

competences than teachers who were coached in the video coaching condition. BIE-coaching helped 

them further to increase their strong initial position in classroom management and, in the longer 

term, to maintain this level. They learned more in less time, perhaps because of the immediacy of 

feedback, an effective component of teacher support promoting transfer (Scheeler et al., 2004). 

Their self-efficacy beliefs have also grown, in line with the growth experienced by all participating 

teachers. However, it seemed that teachers who were coached with video experienced the greatest 

growth in self-efficacy beliefs. The first hypothesis ‘teachers who received direct feedback using BIE 

technology have a higher growth of classroom management competences and self-efficacy beliefs 

than teachers who received video coaching’ can be confirmed for classroom management 

competences but not for self-efficacy beliefs. Because only one teacher participated in the blended 

condition, the second hypotheses ‘teachers who received direct feedback using BIE technology 

together with video coaching have the highest gain in classroom management competences and self-

efficacy beliefs’ can neither be confirmed or rejected, even though this teacher showed the highest 

ranking score in self-efficacy beliefs and steady growth in classroom management competences. 

The third hypotheses ‘teachers sustained their positive attitudes towards the coaching 

interventions, despite a light tension beforehand’ can be confirmed. Most teachers experienced some 

anxiety beforehand and during the coaching, confirming Rock et al. (2012) and Fry and Hin (2006) 
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findings. Despite these emotions, the teachers had a positive attitude concerning the coaching 

intervention. They even indicated that negative feelings beforehand were more than worth it. Like 

the findings of De Wit and Van Tuijl (2016), the teachers enjoyed watching video fragments, leading 

to new insights into patterns concerning interaction between pupils or the class, thereby confirming 

of contradicting thoughts. In addition, de Wit and Van Tuijl (2016) showed that video, if applied in a 

reliable setting, increased the sense of competence and understanding of the situation. The video 

increased understanding of students' inability, after which teacher motivation and affirmation 

increased to continue to look for solutions. Nevertheless, the coach may suggest behavioural 

alternatives, the inexperienced teacher still can be incapable to change behaviour. 

Teaching involves complex behaviours, which are influenced by psychological characteristics, 

such as motivation, perseverance and self-efficacy (Klassen & Tze, 2014). Hobson et al (2009) argued 

that a match and mutual trust is needed to meet teachers' learning needs by coaching. The coach 

should be committed, involved, empathetic and a good listener. The teachers recognised these 

characteristics in their coaches. But to what extent influenced the interaction between the coaches 

and teachers the process and thus the results? All teachers were satisfied with the approach and 

their relationship with their coaches. The confidentiality within the BIE-coaching condition differed 

from that of the Video coaching condition; the BIE coaches were already familiar with their coachees 

whereas the video coaches were not. On the other hand, video coaches were experienced in their 

methodology and applied it well from the start. The BIE coaches actually needed time to get used to 

it and to distinguish effective keywords from ineffective ones. In short: familiarity with the coachees 

and methodology may have influenced the results. 

Another area of interest is that video footage allows a coach to break free from his 

omniscient and advisory role, provided an activating and problem-solving conversational style is 

applied (De Wit & Van Tuijl, 2016). The BIE coaches, however, found themselves in a more advisory 

role during a BIE-session. This can clash with the coach's basic attitude, which focuses on service and 
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creating knowledge together. The BIE users confirmed these types of experiences during the 

interviews: identifying and implementing keywords gave depth to the conversation, followed by a 

joint search for what works. Like previous research, they found that effective keywords are well-

chosen, clear and unambiguous. They were correctly and fluently interpretable, avoiding cognitive 

overload (cf., Coninx et al., 2013) and met the characteristics of effective feedback: direct, specific, 

goal- and performance-oriented (cf., Scheeler, 2004). 

A final question concerning this study relates to the group situations in which the 

participating teachers found themselves. The teachers in the video coaching condition faced 

intensive groups, in which discipline issues were present to a greater extent than teachers in the BIE-

coaching conditions. In the pre-test, the video teachers experienced more inner struggle, despair and 

feelings of inadequacy. Combined with high expectations of themselves, this led to stress and the 

feeling of not sustaining it, similar to Lewis' (1999) research. In contrast, the BIE teachers' group 

situation was a setting where they explored different interventions and approaches without 

considerable risk. This may have led the BIE teachers to show stronger growth in classroom 

management competences. The video coaching has increased the teachers' self-efficacy, but they 

maybe need more time to practice, master and perpetuate their classroom management 

competences.  

4.1 Practical implications 

School educators and leaders can learn from this study that coaching matters and has a 

positive impact on self-efficacy and basic teaching competences. Research showed that self-efficacy, 

once perpetuated, fluctuates little (Klassen & Chiu, 2010). However, current study showed that self-

efficacy of this group of teachers actually grew over six months. Because self-efficacy is associated 

with evaluated teaching performance and student achievement levels (Klassen & Tze, 2014), this is a 

clear argument for offering coaching in the early stages of teacher education and induction. In this 

study, coaching was extended to include video and BIE. As De Wit and Van Tuijl (2014) noted, a coach 
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can use video to show and discuss with a teacher the unnoticed classroom situations. Video provides 

a time benefit in addition to insight, which benefits an organisation where time is always under 

pressure. Another advantage is that the teacher can rewatch the videos or share them with 

colleagues. Discussing and sharing footage leads to deep engagement, motivation and activation 

(McCullagh, 2012). In line with Burke et al. (2013), participating teachers indicated that collegial 

support is as essential as coaching. With colleagues who are understanding, you are more able to talk 

about topics like workload and resources that provide you with energy, contributing to teachers’ 

well-being (Lazarides, Rick & Watt, 2020).   

The six-step approach for synchronous coaching is adjusted based on the experiences of the 

teachers and coaches and recommended, Figure 11 p.44. A few points of attention regarding 

coaching with BIE are: 1.) Plan the conversation promptly after the session; 2.) Use one to two 

sessions to practice using the BIE device before the intervention can actually start; 3.) Provide 

keywords that prompt a small, concrete action; 4.) Use scaffolding and fading as didactic tools to 

promote transfer.  

4.2 Limitations  

This study was exploratory in nature and had a number of limitations. First, the sample size 

was limited given the scope of a thesis and there was an unbalanced distribution across conditions. 

While, the personal stories of seven teachers during the course of the intervention provided a 

valuable and relevant insight into the first months of early career teachers, the statistical analysis 

were limited in that only non-parametric analyses could be performed. Hence, a definitive answer 

can’t be given about relationships and differences. Second, some participants indicated that the pre-

test regarding self-efficacy beliefs made them think about their teacher behaviour, possibly leading 

to test effects. Third, an additional intervention took place in the classroom of a teacher who was 

coached via video. This gave her more grip on the class and gave her more time to clearly shape her 

classroom management. As a result, it is unclear whether her positive development can be attributed 
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to the coaching alone. Fourth, the research design limited the flexibility of the coaches, which made 

them less able to respond to the coaching needs of the teachers, such as a session during a class 

other than maths, more or less sessions or a more spread-out schedule. Fifth, recruitment through 

convenience sampling resulted in enthusiastic and motivated participants. This may have introduced 

bias by magnifying positive experiences and reflections.  

4.3 Future research  

Despite the limitations, trends were noticeable that require subsequent research in primary 

education but also in other educational levels. First, a follow-up study should use a larger group of 

teachers to get more insight into the validity of the results. To shed light on the long term effects, a 

observation after several months, can be added to the design to see whether their acquired 

classroom competences sustained. Second, teachers were coached on a number of similar but also 

different goals. Further research may clarify which type of coaching (BIE, Video, both or other), fits 

which objectives. For example, to train small, concrete interventions, BIE might be more appropriate, 

as teachers in this study pointed out. Third, video coaches were asked to join this study, because of 

their thorough training in assessing educational situations. Whether other coaches are also suitable 

to deliver direct feedback, can be investigated by introducing coaches with different backgrounds in 

a study that focuses only on the effects of and experiences with BIE-coaching using the Ear Coach 

app. Fourth, influences and effects on what the teacher notices in the classroom and group as a 

result of video and BIE-coaching may be relevant. Can the coach direct or enhance the noticement 

(Van Es & Sherin, 2002) of teachers through BIE or video, and what are the short- and long-term 

effects? 
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4.4 Concluding thoughts 

Teachers are driven to make a difference in the lives of their pupils, to equip them for a 

relevant and meaningful place in society. Early career teachers in particular need to be empowered 

to deal with the challenges of managing their first groups. All teachers in this study experienced 

coaching as positive for their self-efficacy and development. With immediate feedback and (video-) 

reflection, they analysed learning situations (synchronously) and the impact of their interaction with 

the group and individual pupils. Classroom management competences developed into more solid 

group management, with more overview, specific feedback and instruction to meet the instructional 

needs of the children in the classroom. All participating teachers recommended video or BIE-

coaching to every early career teacher: for support, more awareness and suiting advice in this 

intensive period of their career. Melody’s words form a strong plea: 'If I hadn't seen the footage and 

if my coach wasn’t there, I would have started trying things that didn't suit me at all. Through the 

coaching I learned: the things I do, go well. Thanks to the coaching I’m still standing!'  
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Figure 11 

Six-Step Approach for Synchronous and Video Coaching 2.0 
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Step 1 - Arranging prerequisites for coaching 
a) Getting to know the coach and teacher: is there a professional and personal match? 
b) Explanation of the method (BIE and/or video) and the role of coach and teacher. 
c) Both coach and teacher are willing to use BIE and/or video. 
d) Signing consent statements for data sharing. 

Step 2 - Identifying coaching needs 
a) One or two starting observations using an observation instrument., e.g. the CMOT. 
b) Discussion about the teacher's well-being, e.g. with TSES. 
c) Discussion of learning goals: what behaviour does the teacher want to reinforce/improve?  
d) Defining learning goals and type of coaching: immediate and/or video feedback. 
e) Determine planning, consider timing of conversation directly after BIE session 

Step 3 - Practice target behaviour when using BIE 
a) Technical explanation about the use of BIE. 
b) Establishing keywords when using BIE. 
c) Modelling effective teacher behaviour in line with the chosen keywords. 
d) Practice session: acting on immediate feedback from BIE → if necessary: adjust keywords. 
e) Agreement on frequency of direct feedback and use of positive (non-verbal) reinforcement 
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Step 4 - Coaching intervention: 4 classroom visits and 4 follow-up conversations 
a) Observation through video and/or immediate feedback. 
b) Discussing the functioning of the teacher.  
c) Determining interventions, learning goals, and/or keywords for the next coaching session. 

Step 5 - Fading during the coaching interventions 
Session 1: Usage of BIE / footage analysed by coach. 
Session 2: Usage of BIE / footage analysed by coach. 
Session 3: Little feedback by BIE / teacher analyses footage and selects fragments, viewing guide if required. 
Session 4: No feedback by BIE / teacher analyses footage and selects fragments 
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A
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Step 6 - Evaluation of performance of (pre-service) teacher 
a) Immediately or soon after completion of the coaching intervention. 
b) Follow up: after 6 weeks, after 3 months, after half a school year 
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Appendix 1 

Questionnaire teachers 

Start deel 2 - Algemene vragen 

1. Wat is uw geslacht?   man / vrouw / overig 

2. Wat is uw leeftijd?    ……………….. jaar 

3. Wat is uw hoogst genoten opleiding? bachelor / master 

4. Wanneer bent u gestart als leraar?  …… / …………   ( MM / JJJJ ) 

5. Aan welke groep(en) geeft u les?  groep 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 (combinaties 

mogelijk)  

6. Aan hoeveel leerlingen geeft u les?  ……….. leerlingen 

7. Wat is het niveau van uw groep?   O laag  

O laag/gemiddeld  

O gemiddeld  

O gemiddeld/hoog 

O hoog  

8. Hoe intensief is uw groep   O eenvoudig te managen  

O normaal te managen  

O moeilijk te managen 

9. Welke dagen werkt u?    fulltime / parttime: ma – di – woe – don – vr  
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Start deel 3 – Open vragen over uw verwachtingen 

Wat zijn uw verwachtingen van de coaching?  

 
 
 

 

 

Wat zijn uw verwachtingen over het deelnemen aan dit onderzoek? 

 
 

 

 
 

Wat zijn uw verwachtingen over het gaan gebruiken van zowel video-opnames als de Ear Coach app tijdens de coaching? 

 
 

 

 
 

Welke drie (emotie)woorden beschrijven uw gevoel over het gaan gebruiken van video-opnames en de Ear Coach app het best?  
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Eind deel 2 – Open vragen over de coaching 

Hoe heeft u de periode van coaching gedurende de afgelopen maanden ervaren?  

 
 

 

 

Welke aspecten van coaching met zowel beelden als de Ear Coach app heeft u als positief ervaren? 

 
 

 

 

Welke aspecten van coaching met zowel beelden als de Ear Coach app heeft u als negatief ervaren?  

 
 

 

 

Welk advies heeft u voor de ontwikkelaars van de Ear Coach app? 

 

 

 
 

Hoe heeft u deelname aan dit onderzoek ervaren? 
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Appendix 2 

Classroom Management Observation Tool (CMOT) | Simonson et al., 2020 

Overview. The CMOT includes two components: (a) observation items, which have been validated for informing 
decisions about relative strengths/needs with positive and proactive classroom management, and (b) a 
checklist of empirically-supported practices to “look for” periodically.   
 
 

 

Educator ______________________   
Observer____________________________ 

 

Date_________________________________ 

 

Grade Level ____________Content Area: ___________ 
 

Time Start_________  Time End _________ 
 

Instructional Activity: 
 

 

Setting notes: 

Group size: whole class   small group   
 

 
CMOT Observation Items 
Assess implementation of positive and proactive classroom management practices. 
 

Positive and Proactive Classroom Management Practices  
Please complete this portion of the CMA after observing an 
educator for a minimum of 15 minutes of instruction. 

1 = 
Disagree 
strongly 

2 = 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

3 = 
Agree 

Somewhat 

4 = 
Agree 

strongly 

1. The educator effectively engaged in active supervision of 
students in the classroom (i.e., moving, scanning, interacting).a 

1 2 3 4 

2. The educator effectively provided most/all students with 
opportunities to respond and participate during instruction.b 

1 2 3 4 

3. The educator effectively provided specific praise to 
acknowledge appropriate student academic and social 
behaviour.c  

1 2 3 4 

4. The educator provided more frequent acknowledgement for 
appropriate behaviours than inappropriate behaviours (+ to - 
ratio). 

1 2 3 4 

a Effective active supervision includes systematic scanning, unpredictable movement, and interactions spread across students. 
b Effective OTRs provide opportunities to various numbers of students using various opportunity and response modalities.) 
c Effective specific praise names the behaviour and is contingent, genuine, and contextually/culturally appropriate. 
 
CMOT Checklist 
Periodically, check for evidence of the following effective classroom management practices. 
 

Check for Evidence of Classroom Structure and Expectations    

1. The educator posted schedule for the day and/or class activity.  Yes  No 

2. The educator posted 3-5 positively stated behavioural expectations in the classroom.  Yes  No 

3. The physical arrangement of the room was appropriate for the activity.d  Yes  No 

4. The educator developed routines for the day and/or class activity. e  Yes  No 

5. The educator taughtf and promptedg 3-5 positively stated behavioural expectations.   Yes  No 

6. The educator selected and implemented additional consequence strategies, if 
appropriate, to support student behaviour. h  

 Yes  No 

d Physical arrangement (seating assignments, furniture arrangement, etc.) is designed to maximise structure and minimise distraction. 
e Students demonstrate fluency with routines, educator provides lesson plans, and/or educator references previously taught routines. 
f Students demonstrate fluency with expectations, educator provides lesson plans, and/or educator references previously taught 
expectations. g Effective prompts are delivered before a behaviour is expected and make it more likely for students to engage in 
appropriate behaviour for the given activity/environment h Additional consequence strategies may include classroom systems to 
acknowledge appropriate behaviour or consequences to respond to inappropriate behaviour; effective implementation is consistent, 
systematic, and accompanied by behaviour-specific feedback.t. 
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Appendix 3 

Classroom Management Observation Tool (CMOT) | Van Holland & Nelen (2021) 

Uitleg Classroom Management Observation Tool (CMOT) 

De CMOT bevat twee componenten: 
a. Observatie items waarmee sterktes/behoeften ten aanzien van positief en proactief 
klassenmanagement (KM) in kaart kunnen worden gebracht; 
b. Checklist om te controleren of zes wetenschappelijk onderbouwde KM-toepassingen 
aan/afwezig zijn in de klassensituatie. 
 
Vul na afloop van elke observatie (30 min.) de observatie items deel a. in en beoordeel de leerkracht 
met een score (1 t/m 4). Tijdens de observatie kunt u aantekeningen maken om na afloop de score 
beter te kunnen bepalen. Alleen bij de start- en eindobservaties vult u deel b. de checklist in. 
Het invullen van de CMOT neemt ongeveer tien minuten per keer in beslag.  
 
De start-observaties dienen als voormeting: wat is de startpositie van de leraar? Tijdens deze 
observaties vindt er geen coaching plaats en wordt er alleen gekeken in de groep. Uw 
observatiegegevens kunt u benutten bij het vaststellen van de leerdoelen van de leraar. 
De coaching-observaties zijn de daadwerkelijke interventie. U past in deze fase wel directe feedback 
met behulp van de Ear Coach toe. De scores geven in deze fase de ontwikkeling van de leraar weer 
en kunt u benutten in uw analyse en het nagesprek met de leraar.  
De eind-observaties dienen als nameting: wat is het resultaat van de coaching? Ook tijdens deze 
observaties wordt er alleen gekeken in de groep. U mag de leraar hier wel een terugkoppeling over 
geven. 
 
Uitleg logboek: 
Tijdens de coaching vult u het logboek in over uw ervaringen als coach. Denk niet te lang na over uw 
antwoorden. Het invullen van het logboek neemt ongeveer tien minuten per keer in beslag. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dutch translation of: 
Simonsen, B., Freeman, J., Kooken, J., Dooley, K., Gambino, A. J., Wilkinson, S., VanLone, J., Walters, S., 
Byun, S. G., Xu, X., Lupo, K., & Kern, L. (2020). Classroom Management Observation Tool (CMOT). Storrs, 
CT: University of Connecticut. Retrieved from: https://nepbis.org/classrooms-data-tools-resources/   

https://nepbis.org/classrooms-data-tools-resources/
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Observatie <MEETMOMENT> | Classroom Management Observation Tool (CMOT)  

Algemene informatie lesobservatie 
 

 

Datum ___________________________________ 

 

Tijd Begin _________  Tijd Einde ___________ 
 

Lesactiviteit / instructie: __________________________________________ 

 

Groep ________ 
 

Opmerkingen context les: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CMOT Observatie Items - structureel 

Evalueer de implementatie van positieve en proactieve klassenmanagement werkwijzen. 
 

Positieve en Proactieve Klassenmanagement Werkwijzen 

Observeer een docent voor minimaal 15 minuten gedurende 

een instructie/les en vul daarna dit deel van de CMOT in.  

 

1 =  

Sterk 

mee 

oneens 

2 = 

Enigszins 

mee 

oneens 

3 = 

Enigszins 

mee eens  

4 = 

Sterk 

mee 

eens 

1. De docent zorgde er met succes voor dat hij actief toezicht 

houdt op alle leerlingen in het klaslokaal (rondlopen, 

scannen, interacties). a 

1 2 3 4 

a Effectief actief toezicht houden betekent dat de leraar de groep systematisch scant en anticipeert op onverwachte bewegingen en 

interacties tussen leerlingen.  

 

Opmerkingen: 

 

 

2. De docent heeft met succes de meeste/alle leerlingen 

gelegenheid gegeven om te reageren en deel te nemen 

aan de instructie/les. b  

1 2 3 4 

b Effectief reactie-mogelijkheden bieden betekent dat de leraar alle leerlingen, ongeacht hun verschillen, kansen en mogelijkheden biedt 

om te reageren op wat in de les gebeurt of wordt gevraagd. 

 

Opmerkingen: 
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Positieve en Proactieve Klassenmanagement Werkwijzen 

Observeer een docent voor minimaal 15 minuten gedurende 

een instructie/les en vul daarna dit deel van de CMOT in.  

 

1 =  

Sterk 

mee 

oneens 

2 = 

Enigszins 

mee 

oneens 

3 = 

Enigszins 

mee eens  

4 = 

Sterk 

mee 

eens 

3. De docent gaf  gerichte complimenten aan leerlingen 

waarmee hij het gewenst leerlinggedrag bekrachtigde, 

zowel op het gebied van leren als gedrag. c 

1 2 3 4 

c Effectieve, specifieke complimenten geven betekent dat 1.) het specifieke gedrag dat wel/niet correct is wordt benoemd; 2) het 

compliment oprecht is; 3) het compliment aansluit op de context/culturele situatie.  

 

Opmerkingen: 

 

 

4. De docent besteedde vaker aandacht aan positief dan aan 

negatief gedrag  (+ vs. – verhouding). 

 

1 2 3 4 

Omvang erkenning gedrag: 

gepast gedrag       ______________________________ ongepast gedrag  ______________________________ 

 

Voorbeelden erkenning gepast gedrag: 

 

 

Voorbeelden erkenning ongepast gedrag: 
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CMOT Checklist - periodiek 

Controleer periodiek of de volgende KM-toepassingen zichtbaar aanwezig zijn. 

 
 

Controleer in het lokaal of structuur en verwachtingen zichtbaar aanwezig zijn   

1. De docent heeft een rooster/overzicht voor de dag en/of lesactiviteit in het lokaal 

opgehangen. 
 Ja  Nee 

2. De docent heeft in het lokaal 3-5 positief geformuleerde gedragsverwachtingen/ 

afspraken opgehangen aangaande het gedrag in de klas. 
 Ja  Nee 

3. De fysieke inrichting van het lokaal is toegerust en geschikt voor de les of activiteit.d  Ja  Nee 

4. De docent heeft routines ontwikkeld voor de dagelijkse gang van zaken en/of de 

activiteit. e 
 Ja  Nee 

5. De docent gaf les inf en anticipeerde opg 3-5 positief geformuleerde 

gedragsverwachtingen.  
 Ja  Nee 

6. De docent hanteerde aanvullende strategieën om reacties op en/of gevolgen van 

leerlinggedrag bij te sturen en indien gewenst en/of nodig, te ondersteunen.h  
 Ja  Nee 

 

Uitleg items: 

 

d De fysieke inrichting (werkplekken, meubilair, etc.) is ontwikkeld om de structuur te optimaliseren en de afleiding te 

minimaliseren.  

e Leerlingen werken soepel volgens de routines, de docent zorgt voor les-overzichten en/of refereert regelmatig aan 

de aangeleerde routines.  

f Leerlingen werken soepel mee aan de gestelde verwachtingen, de docent zorgt voor les-overzichten en/of refereert 

regelmatig aan de aangeleerde verwachtingen.  

g De docent anticipeert op gedrag door deze vooraf effectief bij te sturen, passend bij de lesactiviteit of omgeving, 

waardoor leerlingen waarschijnlijk sneller gewenst gedrag vertonen.  

h Aanvullende strategieën omvatten klassenregels en structuren die door de docent structureel en consistent 

worden uitgevoerd, zoals reacties op gewenst gedrag (bevestiging) en ongewenst gedrag (consequenties). Bij de 

uitvoering hoort specifieke feedback op het gedrag.  
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Appendix 4 

Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES), long form | Tschannen-Moran & Hoy (2001) 

Teacher beliefs How much can you do? 

Directions: This questionnaire is designed to help us gain a better understanding 
of the kinds of things that create difficulties for teachers in their school 
activities. Please indicate your opinion about each of the statements below. 
Your answers are confidential. 

N
o

th
in

g 

 V
ery little

 

So
m

e in
flu

en
ce

 

Q
u

ite a b
it 

 A
 great d

eal 

1 
SE How much can you do to get through to the most difficult students? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

2 
SE 

How much can you do to help your students think critically? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

3 
CM 

How much can you do to control disruptive behaviour in the classroom? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

4 
SE 

How much can you do to motivate students who show low interest in 
school work? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

5 
CM 

To what extent can you make your expectations clear about student 
behaviour? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

6 
SE 

How much can you do to get students to believe they can do well in 
school work? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

7 
IS 

How well can you respond to difficult questions from your students ? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

8 
CM 

How well can you establish routines to keep activities running smoothly? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

9 
SE 

How much can you do to help your students value learning? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

10 
IS 

How much can you gauge student comprehension of what you have 
taught? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

11 
IS 

To what extent can you craft good questions for your students? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

12 
SE 

How much can you do to foster student creativity? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

13 
CM 

How much can you do to get children to follow classroom rules? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

14 
SE 

How much can you do to improve the understanding of a student who is 
failing? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

15 
CM 

How much can you do to calm a student who is disruptive or noisy? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

16 
CM 

How well can you establish a classroom management system with each 
group of students? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

17 
IS 

How much can you do to adjust your lessons to the proper level for 
individual students? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

18 
IS 

How much can you use a variety of assessment strategies? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

19 
CM 

How well can you keep a few problem students form ruining an entire 
lesson? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

20 
IS 

To what extent can you provide an alternative explanation or example 
when students are confused? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

21 
CM 

How well can you respond to defiant students? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

22 
SE 

How much can you assist families in helping their children do well in 
school? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

23 
IS 

How well can you implement alternative strategies in your classroom? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

24 
IS 

How well can you provide appropriate challenges for very capable 
students? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

 

Note: SE = Student Engagement; IS = Instructional Strategies; CM = Classroom Management 
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Appendix 5 

Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES), long form | Goei & Schipper (2016)  

Uitleg Teacher Sense of Efficacy Scale 

Met de Teacher Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) proberen we te achterhalen hoe u aankijkt tegen uw 
eigen leraar-competenties. Het gaat dus niet om de vraag wat anderen of wat de schoolleiding van 
uw leraar-competenties vinden, maar puur om uw eigen inschatting. We weten immers uit 
onderzoek dat een inschatting van de eigen competenties veel kan zeggen over het daadwerkelijke 
leraar-gedrag.  
 
We vragen u op de vragen uit deel 1 (TSES) een inschatting te geven van uw competenties op een 
schaal van  
1 tot 9, waarbij 1 staat voor ‘helemaal niet’ en 9 voor ‘heel goed’. Daarnaast vragen wij u om enkele 
demografische gegevens (deel 2) en wat uw verwachtingen zijn van uw deelname aan dit onderzoek 
(deel 3). 
Het invullen van deze vragenlijsten neemt ongeveer twintig minuten in beslag.  
 
Na vier sessies coaching vult u nogmaals de TSES is. Daarmee proberen we nogmaals te achterhalen 
hoe u aankijkt tegen uw eigen leraar-competenties en dit vergelijken we met de antwoorden op de 
start-vragenlijst. Het verschil geeft uw groei aan in self-efficacy. Uw antwoorden kunnen niet goed of 
fout zijn. Het is uw inschatting op basis van hoe u de vragen voor én na de coaching ervaart. 
 
Uw deelname en inbreng worden zeer op prijs gesteld! Uw antwoorden worden gecombineerd met 
de antwoorden van uw coach op de vragenlijsten en observatieresultaten, om zo een totaalplaatje te 
genereren over uw ontwikkeling. Deze informatie kunt u benutten voor- tijdens en na afloop van de 
coaching, bijvoorbeeld voor het bepalen van uw leerdoel en of dit doel aan het eind is bereikt.  
 
U ontvangt na afloop een visueel overzicht van uw resultaten.  
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Start deel 1 – Teacher Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) 

  

 
 
 

H
elem

aal n
iet 

 N
au

w
elijks 

 En
igszin

s 

 V
rij go

ed
 

 H
eel go

ed
 

In hoeverre lukt het u om…… 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

… door te dringen tot leerlingen die lastig gedrag vertonen? O O O O O O O O O 

… uw leerlingen kritisch te leren denken? O O O O O O O O O 

… storend gedrag in de klas onder controle te houden? O O O O O O O O O 

… leerlingen te motiveren die weinig interesse in schoolwerk tonen? O O O O O O O O O 

… uw verwachtingen over het gedrag van uw leerlingen duidelijk maken? O O O O O O O O O 

… ervoor te zorgen dat leerlingen vertrouwen hebben in hun mogelijkheden om goede 
schoolprestaties te leveren? 

O O O O O O O O O 

… goed te reageren op lastige vragen van uw leerlingen? O O O O O O O O O 

… routines in te zetten die ervoor zorgen dat activiteiten soepel blijven verlopen? O O O O O O O O O 

… ervoor te zorgen dat uw leerlingen het ‘leren’ gaan waarderen? O O O O O O O O O 

… te peilen wat leerlingen van uw uitleg hebben begrepen? O O O O O O O O O 

… goede vragen voor uw leerlingen te bedenken? O O O O O O O O O 

… de creativiteit van uw leerlingen aan te moedigen? O O O O O O O O O 

… te bereiken dat leerlingen zich aan de regels in de klas houden? O O O O O O O O O 

… het inzicht te verbeteren van een leerling die onvoldoendes haalt? O O O O O O O O O 

… een leerling te kalmeren die de orde verstoort of luidruchtig is in uw klas? O O O O O O O O O 

… uw klassenmanagement af te stemmen op een groep leerlingen? O O O O O O O O O 

… uw lessen aan te passen aan het niveau van individuele leerlingen? O O O O O O O O O 

… verschillende beoordelingsstrategieën te gebruiken? O O O O O O O O O 

… te voorkomen dat leerlingen met gedragsproblemen uw les verstoren? O O O O O O O O O 

… een andere uitleg of een ander voorbeeld te geven als leerlingen iets niet begrijpen? O O O O O O O O O 

… te reageren op leerlingen met opstandig gedrag? O O O O O O O O O 

… gezinnen bij te staan zodat hun kinderen goed presteren op school? O O O O O O O O O 

… alternatieve strategieën in uw klas toe te passen? O O O O O O O O O 

… passende uitdagingen te bieden aan zeer begaafde leerlingen? O O O O O O O O O 
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Appendix 6 

Personal structured logs for teachers 

Uitleg logboek: 

Tijdens de coaching vult u het logboek in over uw ervaringen als leraar tijdens de coaching. Denk niet 
te lang na over uw antwoorden. Het invullen van het logboek neemt ongeveer vijftien minuten per 
keer in beslag. 
 

Logboek tijdens coaching | sessie # 

 

 

Welke drie (emotie)woorden beschrijven uw gevoel na afloop van deze coaching-sessie het best?  

 
 

     

Hoe heeft u de combinatie van het gebruik van de Ear Coach app en het filmen met een camera tijdens de geobserveerde les 
ervaren?  

 

 

 
 

Welke feedback van uw coach tijdens het gesprek is u het meeste bijgebleven en waarom? 

 
 

 

 
 

Wat heeft deze coaching sessie volgens u bijgedragen aan uw ontwikkeling als leraar?  

 
 

 

 

Overige opmerkingen 
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Appendix 7 

Personal structured logs for coaches 

Uitleg logboek: 

Tijdens de coaching vult u het logboek in over uw ervaringen als coach. Denk niet te lang na over uw 
antwoorden. Het invullen van het logboek neemt ongeveer tien minuten per keer in beslag. 
 
Logboek tijdens coaching | sessie # 

  

Welke drie (emotie)woorden beschrijven uw gevoel na afloop van de eerste sessie het best?  

 
 

     

Wat zijn uw ervaringen met de Ear Coach app tijdens deze coach sessie? 

 

 

 

Hoe ervaarde u het geven van directe feedback met de vooraf gekozen sleutelwoorden? 

 

 

 
 

Hoe ervaarde u het gesprek dat volgde op de coaching-sessie, waarbij u tevens gebruik maakte van vooraf geselecteerde 
fragmenten? 

 

 

 
 

Welke bijdrage heeft deze coaching sessie volgens u geleverd aan de ontwikkeling van uw coachee? 

 

 

 
 

Overige opmerkingen 
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Appendix 8 

Semi-structured interview teachers 

 

Deelnemer 

Naam + code leraar 
Naam + code coach 
Datum interview 

 

Beginsituatie leraar – overnemen van vragenlijst 

Aantal jaar werkervaring 
Jaargroep 
Niveau groep 
Intensiteit groep 
Werktijd   

 

Introductie 

Welkom 
Doelen van interview: 
Delen ervaringen om meer kennis te verzamelen over de ervaren effecten van de coaching. 
Verdieping op ervaringen door terugblikken, stilstaan en vooruitkijken. 
Duur is 30-45 min. 
Video/audio opname check 
Resultaten van het gesprek worden verbonden aan de overige resultaten onder pseudoniem. 

Start vragen – kennismaken  

Hoe typeer je jezelf als leraar? 
Wat vind jij belangrijk in het contact met leerlingen? 

Topic 1 – Starten als leraar / self-efficacy = professioneel zelfvertrouwen 

Hoe competent (professioneel zelfvertrouwen) voelde je je als leraar bij de start van het schooljaar? Hoe was dat na ongeveer 3 
weken? 
Wat is je tegen gevallen in de eerste weken met je eigen groep?  
Hoe ben je hiermee omgegaan?  
Hoe competent voel je je momenteel als leraar, in de periode na de coaching?  
Wat is hierin voor jou verandert en waardoor is dat gekomen? 

Topic 2 – Klassenmanagement / self-efficacy 

Hoeveel professioneel zelfvertrouwen had je op het gebied van klassenmanagement voor het coachtraject?  
Welke component van klassenmanagement is tijdens de coaching het meest aan bod gekomen? 

• Regels en routines 

• Organisatie van instructie en activiteiten 

• Betrokkenheid leerlingen 

• Anticiperen op gedrag 
Hoeveel professioneel zelfvertrouwen ervaar je nu op het gebied van klassenmanagement?  
Welke component van klassenmanagement vind je nog het lastigst?  
Hoe ga je hiermee om? 
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Topic 3 – Ervaringen coachingstraject 

Wat was het leerdoel gedurende de coaching? 
Op welke wijze heeft de coaching bijgedragen aan het bereiken van dit leerdoel?  
Wat is het voornaamste effect van de coaching op je ontwikkeling als leraar? 
Hoe heb je de coaching met videobeelden ervaren? 
Tijdens de les/observatie 
Tijdens het gesprek 
Welke beelden waren voor jou het meest krachtig?  
Heb je problemen ervaren in het gebruiken van videobeelden?  
Hoe heb je deze opgelost? 

Topic 4 – Deelname onderzoek 

Hoe heb je de coaching middels het zes stappen model ervaren? + toelichting op papier 
Welke aanpassingen zou jij adviseren? 
Hoe heb je het faden met de videobeelden ervaren? 
Wat zou je andere beginnende leraren adviseren als het gaat om coaching? 
Hoe heb je deelname aan dit onderzoek ervaren? (Vergelijk verwachtingen vooraf met ervaringen achteraf) 

Afsluiting 

Korte samenvatting van het gesprek + check of dit klopt 
Zijn er nog aanvullingen op deze samenvatting? Overige opmerkingen? 
 
Uitkomsten van het gesprek worden geanalyseerd door de onderzoeker.  
Uitkomsten worden teruggekoppeld aan de deelnemers middels verslag + poster. 
Dankwoord deelnemers voor bijdrage aan het gesprek en het onderzoek. 
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Appendix 9 

Semi-structured interview coaches 

 

Deelnemer 

Naam + code coach 
Naam + code leraren 
Datum interview 

 

Beginsituatie coach – overnemen van vragenlijst 

Aantal jaar werkervaring 
Opleiding 
Werktijd   

 

Introductie 

Welkom 
Doelen van interview: 
Delen ervaringen om meer kennis te verzamelen over de ervaren effecten van de coaching. 
Verdieping op ervaringen door terugblikken, stilstaan en vooruitkijken. 
Duur is 30-45 min. 
Video/audio opname check 
Resultaten van het gesprek worden verbonden aan de overige resultaten onder pseudoniem. 

Topic 1 – Ervaringen coachingstraject 

Wat vind jij belangrijk om toe te voegen als coach gedurende een traject? 
Welke houding van de coach is hierin volgens jou belangrijk? 
Hoe kijk je in zijn geheel terug op jouw deelname als coach aan dit onderzoek? 

Topic 2 – Klassenmanagement & self-efficacy 

Welk moment met een leraar is je het meest bijgebleven? 
Hoe ervoer je bij de start het professioneel zelfvertrouwen (self-efficacy) van je beide leraren?  
Wat zag je hiervan terug tijdens de eerste observaties mbt de klassenmanagement vaardigheden? 
Wat is jouw indruk van de ontwikkeling die jouw leraren hebben doorgemaakt?  
Welke verschillen in leraargedrag vielen jou het meest op? 
Hoe heeft de coaching hieraan bijgedragen? 
Welke component van klassenmanagement is tijdens de coaching het meest aan bod gekomen? 

• Regels en routines 

• Organisatie van instructie en activiteiten 

• Betrokkenheid leerlingen 

• Anticiperen op gedrag 
Welke component van klassenmanagement was het lastigst om tijdens de coaching aan bod te laten komen? Hoe ging je hiermee 
om?  

Topic 3 – 6 stappen plan 

Tijdens het onderzoek heb je een zes-stappenplan voor coaching doorlopen + toelichting op papier 
Hoe heb je de zes stappen ervaren?  
In hoeverre verschilden deze zes stappen van je gebruikelijke werkwijze? 
In hoeverre heb je meerwaarde ervaren door voorafgaand 1-2 observaties te doen en daarna pas de leerdoelen vast te stellen? 
Waarom? 
Hoe heb je het faden ervaren? 
Welke stappen hebben te weinig aandacht gekregen?  
Welke stappen kunnen wat jou betreft achterwege blijven?  
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Topic 4 – Condities 

Bij video coach 
In hoeverre verschilde de video-coaching tijdens je deelname aan dit onderzoek van een traject dat je eerder gewend was te doen? 
Wat zijn de verschillen en overeenkomsten? 
Welke meerwaarde heb je ervaren in het deelnemen aan dit onderzoek voor de ontwikkeling van jouw coachees?  
Welke meerwaarde van deelname heb je ervaren voor jouw ontwikkeling als coach? 
 
Bij Ear Coach 
Wat is voor jou de meerwaarde geweest van het gebruik van de Ear Coach in plaats van videobeelden? In hoeverre heb je de 
videobeelden tijdens de coaching gemist? 
Hoe benutte je de input van de Ear Coach tijdens de gesprekken? 
Wat vond je van het gebruik van sleutelwoorden?  
Welk sleutelwoord vond je het meest krachtig? 
Hoe gebruiksvriendelijk vond je de Ear Coach? Waarom vind je dat? 
Welke problemen heb je ervaren in het gebruik van de Ear Coach?  
Hoe heb je deze opgelost? 
 
Bij zowel video als Ear Coach 
Wat is voor jou de meerwaarde geweest van het gebruik van zowel de Ear Coach als videobeelden? 
In welke mate verschilde dit met je gebruikelijke werkwijze met alleen videobeelden? 
Hoe benutte je de input van de Ear Coach tijdens de gesprekken? 
Wat vond je van het gebruik van sleutelwoorden?  
Welk sleutelwoord vond je het meest krachtig? 
Hoe gebruiksvriendelijk vond je de Ear Coach? Waarom vind je dat? 
Welke problemen heb je ervaren in het gebruik van de Ear Coach?  
Hoe heb je deze opgelost? 
 
Algemeen afrondend: 
Had je een eigen leerdoel gedurende de interventie binnen dit onderzoek? 
Zo ja, heb je dit doel bereikt, waarom wel/niet? Hoe? 
 

Afsluiting 

Korte samenvatting van het gesprek + check of dit klopt 
Zijn er nog aanvullingen op deze samenvatting? Overige opmerkingen? 
 
Uitkomsten van het gesprek worden geanalyseerd door de onderzoeker.  
Uitkomsten worden teruggekoppeld aan de deelnemers middels verslag + poster. 
Dankwoord deelnemers voor bijdrage aan het gesprek en het onderzoek. 
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Appendix 10 

Six-step approach for synchronous coaching & conditions  

Step Specified actions BIE-
coaching 

Specified actions Video 
coaching 

Specified actions BIE-Video 
coaching 

Position of coach in 
classroom during 
coaching 

One coach sitting in the back 
of the classroom. 

One coach walking through the 
classroom with a camera. 

Two coaches: one sitting in the 
back of the classroom, one walking 
through the classroom with a 
camera. 

1. Taking care of two 
prerequisites 

a) Both coach and (pre-
service) teacher must be 
willing to participate. 
b) Getting parental permission 
if pupils in the classroom are 
being filmed or interviewed 
for research purposes. 

Idem Idem 

2. Implementing a 
training program for 
using a BIE device, which 
consists of five sub-
steps: 
 

a) Explanation of the 
procedures and roles of coach 
and (pre-service) teacher. 
b) Determination of the target 
of the performance 
feedback—that is, which 
behaviour should improve? As 
each behaviour is associated 
with a set of possible 
feedback messages and the 
content of these messages are 
coded (= in advance 
structured feedback 
messages), the codes are 
elaborated and discussed. 
c) Technical instruction in 
using the BIE device. 
d) Modeling good teacher 
behaviour while using the BIE  
device by coach. 
e) Practice time with using the 
BIE device. 

a) Idem 
 
b) Determination of the target 
of the performance feedback-
that is which behaviour should 
improve? 
 
c) Technical explanation of 
recording and analysing video 
recordings.  
 
d) – 
 
e) –  
 

a) Idem 
 
b) Idem BIE  
 
c) Technical instruction in using 
the BIE device and explanation of 
recording and analysing video 
recordings as a duo-coach.  
 
d) Idem BIE 
 
e) Idem BIE 
 

3. Discussing performance of the (pre-service) teacher. 
 

 

4. Intervention The actual usage of the BIE 
device in the classroom during 
4 lessons, with each lesson 
ending in a reflection. In this 
reflection, the next targeted 
behavioural improvement and 
next codes should be 
discussed. 

The actual recording of 4 
lessons, after which the video 
coach analyses the recordings 
and selects three fragments to 
discuss and reflect on. Micro-
analysis is applied during 
conversation and the next 
targeted behavioural 
improvement should be 
discussed. 

The actual usage of the BIE device 
and recordings in the classroom 
during 4 lessons. Both coaches 
analyse and select three fragments 
to discuss and reflect on. Micro-
analysis is applied during 
conversation and the next 
targeted behavioural 
improvement should be discussed. 

5. Fading the usage of 
BIE 

1. BIE in the ear 
2. BIE in the ear 
3. BIE in the ear but not giving 
immediate feedback by coach 
4. BIE not in the ear  

Fading is applied by letting the 
coachee analyse the recordings 
after the third and fourth 
observation and selecting 
fragments to reflect on. 

Combination of BIE and Video.  

6. Evaluation of performance of (pre-service) teacher  
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Appendix 11 

Process of coaching – six step approach  

Participants were interviewed about their experiences with the ‘six-step approach to 

synchronous coaching’. For the approach as a whole, participants used words such as clear, solid, 

interesting, clear structure and natural transitions. Melody: "You know what you are working 

towards, that was very nice, clear."  

Step 1 and 2: Preparation. Because the coaching intervention was integrated within this 

study the researcher prepared and the coaches carried out step 1a and 1b (participation consent and 

permission). Prior to step 2, conversation and practice to use the Ear Coach, the researcher gave a 

technical explanation to the BIE-coaches. Subsequently, the coaches repeated and practiced this with 

their coachees, which was experienced as pleasant. The video coaches explained their working 

method to their coachees without support from the researcher. Step 2d, modelling positive teacher 

behaviour, was given little attention in the preparatory phase due to time constraints. The coaches 

mainly considered the learning objectives and approach.  

Step 3: Discussing initial situation. The determination of the learning objectives and 

keywords, steps 2b and 3, took place in an integrated manner. The pre-test that came with the 

research was helpful: "you already have an impression of what the situation is like (Marjory).” And  

"Normally when you start a process, you only talk about it [...] what you see is that it only comes to 

the surface after the first session. And I really liked that now, to actually work on it at the first 

session. (Sarah)" Both want to do this more, even if observing twice is necessary, especially to 

identify appropriate keywords. Two pre-tests were not necessary for video coaches Marjory and 

Marlene. All coaches indicate that they like to add a pre-test prior to a coaching process and that the 

instruments used are suitable for this. The pre observation was an approachable way for some 

teachers to have a coach in the classroom: "If she had been here with a camera right in front of me, 

in the state I was in at the time, it might have been a little less pleasant (Shannon).” 
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Step 4: Implementation. In implementation, four sessions were included in the approach. In 

the research design, the sessions and conversations followed each other in quick succession. The 

pace was on the high side for coach Marlene: "a teacher really needs some time to get going with it," 

especially if they work part time, but her coachees did experience sufficient development time. Both 

the video and the BIE-coach participants who went through four sessions found it just right: 

"Actually, the points I wanted to work on fitted nicely into those four sessions. There was no need for 

less or more (Alissa)." Coach Meghan found it labour-intensive for herself and starting teachers. She 

sees this amount as the ideal situation, but "it does feel like a kind of luxury, you know?" Lynde was 

pleased with a conversation on the same day as the coaching session: "Then you remember exactly 

what happened.” Meghan realised in retrospect that her coachees had too little autonomy in 

whether or not to act on a keyword. In future, she likes to make the following agreement with 

coachees regarding the Ear Coach: "I send you something, but you always decide whether you do 

something with it and when you do it." She will ask the teachers if they want to receive positive 

affirmation using the keyword ‘well done’. 

Step 5: Fading. Fading means that the coach reduces the amount of feedback stepwise. To 

apply fading during synchronous coaching properly, four sessions are necessary: the coach gave less 

feedback in session three and no feedback in session four. This was a learning process for Sarah, she 

was strongly inclined to give positive confirmation or feedback. She made good use of it in session 3. 

Sarah thought it gave her peace of mind "because you want to give space to the coachee." John and 

Lynde noticed through fading that the earlier sessions had been effective: "because we really noticed 

wow, wait, ‘I didn't press a button at all yet’, said my coach, you did it already (John)." and "because 

you notice, oh, but then I start doing it by myself and it just becomes automatic and that was the 

beauty of it (Lynde)." Sarah even recommend 5 sessions, to make the fading even smoother.  

Melody and Meghan were relieved that they did not have to use the earpiece at session 4. 

Melody: "I will just be myself today," indicating that the pressure was off. Meghan experienced the 
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fading as good instruction: "first you do it more together and then you withdraw more and more." 

She wants to continue with fading. Marlene and Meghan delegated the choice of fragments from 

session 3 to their teachers, Marjory did not apply this. The teachers who did apply video-fading, 

noticed that the fragments chosen were noteworthy for their learning process, they confirmed their 

growth and their coach agreed with their choice. Melody found it "very cool" to watch the footage 

herself first, to sort everything out and to be able to discuss fragments that are valuable to her. 

Marlene gave both teachers a viewing guide or guideline questions, like ‘write down 5 positive 

points’, to have more guidance. Especially Alissa needed that, because "otherwise she would quickly 

go one way,” indicating her intention to criticise her own behaviour. Alissa and Shannon handled this 

well. 

Step 6: Evaluation. For this study, the coaches conducted a final observation after a period of 

6-8 weeks. They did not share these results with their coachees. They did evaluate the entire process 

in the final (fourth or third) coach meeting. Participants who used the ear coach concluded that it 

required a short period of adjustment, that "in terms of effectiveness, it's really a lot higher, because 

you apply it directly (John)." In order not to let go of their coachees completely, they like to monitor 

their development, for example through a brief observation without a camera or Ear Coach and a 

short conversation after 3 months. Matching the needs of her coachees is important to Marjory. She 

regularly asked how her coachees experienced the process, if the approach needed adjustment, or 

whether they were curious about other aspects or fragments. In her experience, novice teachers 

"don't do that so quickly of course." 

Conclusion 

All participants were satisfied with the six-step approach: it was clear, well-organised and the 

steps followed each other in a balanced process to develop explicit goals (Sharplin et al., 2016). In 

general, these steps corresponded to the method the coaches were used to: setting explicit learning 

goals, multiple observations with feedback in coaching conversations. The earpiece gave the 
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coaching a different dimension, but the didactic and pedagogic content of the conversations, in line 

with the learning goals of early career teachers, was the same.  

The pre-test or start observation, took place before the learning objectives were set and was 

a useful introduction to the teachers and their initial situation. The CMOT functioned as a checklist 

with criteria of effective classroom management, and supported the coach to assess the quality of 

behaviour on the four components (Simonson et al., 2008; Scheeler et al., 2016). This allowed the 

emphasis to be placed on specific aspects of the target behaviour (Fukkink, 2011) at the first session 

onwards. As changes in self-efficacy during the first teaching experiences are related to the level of 

support (Woolfolk Hoy & Burke-Spero, 2005), the intensity of coaching within the study-design was 

sufficient. Four sessions guarantee multiple opportunities to practice and receive performance 

feedback, to acquire and maintain new behaviour better (Scheeler et al., 2004). In order to make full 

use of fading, consider even five sessions. 

Fading was experienced as instructive and effective for the teacher in both the video and Ear 

Coach condition. By means of fading, scaffolding was applied. The teacher is first supported 

intensively, after which this is gradually reduced. The BIE-coaches noticed that the teachers applied 

the target behaviour from session three, before the coach gave immediate feedback. In the video-

condition, fading promoted the autonomy of the teacher. They were allowed to analyse the footage 

themselves first and thus had room to give their own interpretation and opinion on what they saw. 

Autonomy and the experience of competence as basic psychological needs are essential ingredients 

for psychological well-being and intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2017). A viewing guide with a 

number of questions scaffolds teachers if necessary. In the post-conference, the teachers 

experienced success, because the coach agreed with the chosen fragments. Besides motivation, this 

also confirmed their professional growth, self-analysis and reflection. 
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Appendix 12 

Information letter for teachers 

Datum  : april 2021 

Betreft  : informatiebrief voor leraren over onderzoek  

 

Beste collega,  

 

Graag wil ik u vragen om mee te doen aan een wetenschappelijk onderzoek. Meedoen is vrijwillig.  

Voordat u beslist of u wilt meedoen aan dit onderzoek, krijgt u uitleg over wat het onderzoek 

inhoudt. Lees deze informatie rustig door en vraag om uitleg als u vragen heeft. U kunt ook de 

hoofdonderzoeker, die aan het eind van deze brief genoemd wordt, om aanvullende informatie 

vragen. Om te kunnen deelnemen aan dit onderzoek is uw schriftelijke toestemming nodig. Dit 

verleent u door het ondertekenen van het toestemmingsformulier, als bijlage bij deze brief gevoegd. 

Dit afgedrukte formulier kunt u tijdens het intakegesprek met de onderzoeker en/of coach 

ondertekenen. 

 

1. Doel van het onderzoek 

Het doel van dit onderzoek is om drie vormen van coaching aan beginnende leraren te vergelijken: 

beeldcoaching, coaching met een oortje en een combinatie van beeld & oortje. Hierdoor krijgen 

leraren, coaches en schooldirecteuren inzicht in begeleidingsvormen tijdens de eerste jaren van het 

lesgeven, met name als het gaat om klassenmanagement.  

 

2. Achtergrond van het onderzoek 

Er komt veel op startende leraren af vanaf het moment dat ze zelfstandig voor hun groep staan. Zo 

blijkt uit onderzoek dat veel starters zich nog niet voldoende getraind en toegerust voelen om een 

klas goed te managen. Dit kan zorgen voor een hoge werkdruk en stress, wat invloed heeft op hoe 

zelfverzekerd en energiek de leraar voor zijn klas staat. Begeleiding en ondersteuning zijn belangrijk 

om hier goed mee om te gaan en de motivatie niet kwijt te raken of ziek te worden. Een coach 

(intern of extern) wordt door veel leraren gewaardeerd en is dus zinvol om in te zetten.  

 

Beeldcoaches maken opnames van de les en door deze beelden kunnen de coach en leraar goed 

terugkijken en analyseren wat er tijdens de les gebeurde. Coaches kunnen ook tijdens de les al 

feedback geven, bijvoorbeeld met behulp van de Ear Coach app. Hierdoor storen ze de les niet, maar 

geven ze wel directe, korte aanwijzingen en feedback die de leraar direct kan toepassen. De Ear 

Coach app is er nog niet zo lang, maar vroege versies van de app lieten zien dat het een effectieve 

manier van coachen is.  

 

In dit onderzoek volg ik meerdere leraren die gecoacht worden met beelden, met de Ear Coach en 

met een combinatie van beelden en de Ear Coach. De vraag die ik onderzoek is in welke mate deze 

drie vormen van coaching effect hebben op hoe zeker leraren zich voelen in het omgaan met 
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uitdagingen in de klas (self-efficacy). Ook onderzoek ik of de coaching een ontwikkeling laat zien in 

klassenmanagement vaardigheden. Ik gebruik hiervoor vragenlijsten, een observatie-tool en 

logboeken van alle deelnemers. In een afsluitend gesprek bevraag ik u, als leraar, tegelijkertijd met 

de betrokken coach over jullie (leer)ervaringen tijdens het traject. 

 

3. Wat meedoen inhoudt en wat er van u wordt verwacht 

Van augustus 2021 tot en met maart 2022 staan (globaal) de volgende activiteiten op de planning: 

 

Wanneer Wat 

Aug./Sept. 2021 Voorbereidingen van de coaching & deelname: 

• Intakegesprek coach & leraar: kennismaking en afstemming 

onderzoek (30 min.) 

o Informatiebrief en toestemmingsverklaringen ondertekenen 

• Start-vragenlijst leraar invullen (20 min.) 

• Twee start-observaties door de coach (2x 30 min.) 

• Start-gesprek coach & leraar: coachvragen vaststellen. (30 min.) 

Bij gebruik Ear Coach sleutelwoorden bepalen en oefenen met de techniek  

Sept. – Nov. 2021 Uitvoering van de coaching: 

• 4x observatie (4x 30 min.) en nagesprek voeren (4x 60 min.) 

• 4x logboek invullen (4x 15 min.) 

December 2021 - 

Januari 2022 

Afronding van de coaching & deelname: 

• Eind-vragenlijst invullen (15 min.) 

• Twee eind-observaties door de coach, zonder nagesprek (2x 30 min.) 

• Afsluitend interview met de onderzoeker & coach & leraar (30 min.) 

Februari 2022 U ontvangt van de onderzoeker een overzicht van uw meetbare resultaten: 

resultaat op de vragenlijst Self-Efficacy en resultaat van de observaties. U 

mag dit delen met uw coach, maar bent hier niet toe verplicht. 

Maart/april 2022 U ontvangt van de onderzoeker een samenvattende poster of artikel van de 

onderzoeksresultaten. 

Totaal tijd Gemiddeld ongeveer 12 uur, incl. observaties door de coach 

Extra tijd ivm deelname onderzoek: ongeveer 2,5 uur 

 

4. Mogelijke voor- en nadelen 

Voordelen: 

• u ontdekt wat coaching bijdraagt aan uw professionele ontwikkeling als beginnende leraar; 

• u krijgt meer inzicht in uw self-efficacy en klassenmanagement vaardigheden en u leert hoe 

dit van invloed is op uw werk in de klas; 

• door de vragenlijsten en logboeken reflecteert u gerichter op uw leerproces;  

• u draagt bij aan meer inzicht in coaching met technologie in het onderwijs; 

• u leert bij gebruik Ear Coach coaching met het oortje kennen en kunt dit ook zelf leren 

gebruiken. 
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Nadelen: 

Deelname aan het onderzoek kost meer van uw tijd dan ‘normale’ coaching, door het invullen van de 

vragenlijsten, logboeken en het afrondende interview. Deze tijd kunt u beschouwen als professionele 

ontwikkeling, waarmee u uw te maken uren binnen uw jaartaak kunt verantwoorden.  

 

5. Als u niet wilt meedoen of wilt stoppen met het onderzoek 

U beslist zelf of u meedoet aan het onderzoek. Deelname is vrijwillig. Als u niet wilt deelnemen heeft 

dat geen nadelige gevolgen voor u. Als u wel meedoet, kunt u zich altijd bedenken en toch stoppen, 

ook tijdens het onderzoek. U hoeft niet te zeggen waarom u stopt. De gegevens die tot dat moment 

zijn verzameld, mogen worden gebruikt voor het onderzoek.  

 

6. Einde van het onderzoek 

Het hele onderzoek is afgelopen als alle deelnemende leraren en coaches de stappen hebben 

doorlopen, dat is medio maart 2022. Na het verwerken van alle gegevens informeer ik u over de 

belangrijkste uitkomsten van het onderzoek. Dit gebeurt ongeveer 1 – 1,5 maand na uw deelname.  

 

7. Gebruik en bewaren van uw gegevens  

Voor dit onderzoek worden er persoonsgegevens verzameld, gebruikt en bewaard. Het gaat om: 

• geslacht 

• leeftijd 

• aantal jaren ervaring als leraar 

• opleidingsniveau 

• werk-gerelateerde gegevens, zoals omvang dienstverband, groep, aantal leerlingen en 

groepsintensiteit 

 

Het verzamelen, gebruiken en bewaren van uw gegevens is nodig om de vragen die in dit onderzoek 

worden gesteld te kunnen beantwoorden. De uitkomsten van het onderzoek zullen worden gedeeld 

met collega’s. De gegevens die worden gedeeld bevatten geen informatie die tot u te herleiden is. 

Ook in rapporten en publicaties over het onderzoek zijn de gegevens niet tot u te herleiden.  

 

Vertrouwelijkheid van uw gegevens  

Om uw privacy te beschermen krijgen uw gegevens een code. Uw naam en andere gegevens die u 

direct kunnen identificeren worden daarbij weggelaten. Uw gegevens worden op deze wijze 

versleuteld. De sleutel van de code blijft veilig opgeborgen, binnen de Open Universiteit. Personen 

die toegang krijgen tot de niet-versleutelde informatie zijn de onderzoeker, Judith van Holland en 

haar begeleider en daarmee hoofdonderzoeker, prof.dr.ir. Karel Kreijns. 

 

Toegang tot uw gegevens voor controle  

Om te kunnen beoordelen of het onderzoek op een betrouwbare wijze is uitgevoerd, kunnen leden 

van een visitatiecommissie inzage krijgen in de niet-versleutelde informatie.  
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Bewaartermijn gegevens  

Uw gegevens moeten 10 jaar worden bewaard door de Open Universiteit.  

 

Meer informatie over uw rechten bij verwerking van gegevens  

Voor algemene informatie over uw rechten bij verwerking van uw persoonsgegevens kunt u de 

website van de Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens raadplegen. De privacy disclaimer van de Open 

Universiteit vindt u via www.ou.nl/privacy.  Daar kunt u ook meer informatie vinden over uw 

rechten. 

 

8. Verzekering voor deelnemers  

Zou er schade voor u ontstaan doordat u deelneemt aan dit onderzoek, dan kan deze schade vergoed 

worden vanuit de verzekeringen van de Open Universiteit.  

U kunt dan contact opnemen via Henri ter Huurne, henri.terhuurne@ou.nl . 

 

1. Heeft u vragen?  

Bij vragen kunt u contact opnemen met de onderzoeker: Judith van Holland. 

 

10. Ondertekening toestemmingsformulier  

Wanneer u voldoende bedenktijd heeft gehad, wordt u gevraagd te beslissen over deelname aan dit 

onderzoek. Door uw schriftelijke toestemming geeft u aan dat u de informatie heeft begrepen en 

instemt met deelname aan het onderzoek. Zowel uzelf als de onderzoeker ontvangen een getekende 

versie van deze toestemmingsverklaring.  

 

Met vriendelijke groet, 

 

 

 

Judith van Holland-de Boer 

 

 

Contactgegevens voor deelnemers 

  

Onderzoeker  : Judith van Holland, bie-en-beeldcoaching@ou.nl 

Hoofdonderzoeker : prof.dr.ir. Karel Kreijns, karel.kreijns@ou.nl  

Klachten  : 1-loket Klachten en geschillen, https://www.ou.nl/klachten-en-geschillen 

 

Functionaris voor de Gegevensbescherming:  

Mw. S.E.M. van der Westen LLB, e-mail: FG@ou.nl, telefoon 045- 5762431. 

 

Voor meer informatie over uw rechten:  

Open Universiteit, faculteit Onderwijswetenschappen: https://www.ou.nl/onderzoek-

onderwijswetenschappen . 

http://www.ou.nl/privacy
mailto:henri.terhuurne@ou.nl
mailto:bie-en-beeldcoaching@ou.nl
mailto:karel.kreijns@ou.nl
mailto:FG@ou.nl
https://www.ou.nl/onderzoek-onderwijswetenschappen
https://www.ou.nl/onderzoek-onderwijswetenschappen
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Appendix 13 

Data analysis for Table 8 

Video coaching 

Feelings. Despite the tension beforehand, after the first session the teachers experienced 

peace, relief and more insight. During the second and third session they experienced mostly positive 

feelings, such as relaxation, pride and they saw improvements, but they also experienced some 

worries and confusion. After the fourth session only positive words were written down by Shannon 

and Alissa, such as pride, satisfaction, happiness and peace. Overall, the coaching has given all four 

more self-confidence, Alissa she saw on the images that a lot of things go well: "Yes, that gave me 

self-confidence and you hold on to that". She also gained insight into processes "You are really aware 

of yourself, oh now I understand why the children react like that [...] very instructive, yes.” 

Coach in class. The coaches ensured minimal interruption during filming and that is how it 

was experienced: "it went very naturally, she didn't interfere with anything, she just crept softly 

through the class (Shannon)".  

Conversation with coach. During the discussions with their coachees, Marlene and Marjory 

used the images to go into depth: What is the effect of your behaviour on that of the group? They 

talked about what is going well, what could be done differently and about progression. Marjory: "We 

were able to see very well how a positive contact proceeds, resolving with humour instead of 

correction: what that does to the pupils". Specific situations were discussed, for example the way 

Kyle corrected pupils from a distance. “Now he really walks up to the pupils, just to give them a little 

guidance 10:24", he noticed that this works much better.  

Earpiece. They are therefore curious about the Ear Coach, but somewhat hesitant to try it 

out: "Teachers already find it quite exciting that you come with a camera, if you then also come with 

this". Marlene also thinks that wearing an earpiece increases Alissa’ stress and therefore is not 

supportive or helpful. "Neither of us would have been happy if she had been wearing an earpiece 
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10:73 284" Marjory and Marlene have the impulse to give immediate feedback. "Oh, do you see 

that? Would you like to walk over there or do you think it is OK that that pupil does that or um.... 

now give them a compliment or something, it's more like those little things” and Marlene "I try to do 

that sometimes with a look or like this (wait-sign with her hand) so that she had to wait for silence". 

Camera in class. The pupils first had to get used to the camera, but soon behaved as usual. 

"The last two times she has been there, they got used to her and things have loosened up a bit, but 

at the beginning it was a bit tame (laughs) (Shannon)" The tension among the teachers was mixed. 

Kyle was used to a camera because of frequent filming during corona. Jasmyn was more 

apprehensive, had her focus on the camera first. After the first session, she was able to put this to 

rest and concludes that she found it "a bit unpleasant at first, but in the end it did help me a lot". 

Alissa, too, experienced extra alertness and also became nervous: "When something goes differently 

than I would have liked, that feels awkward too (logbook)". This also applies to Shannon: "This time I 

did not like it very much because I was very tired from all the events in the classroom. I didn't feel 

good about myself and I didn't have a good feeling about that lesson". But when things went well, 

Alissa became curious about the footage and gained self-confidence.  

Cognitive overload. Coach Marlene showed mainly positive images, because she knows that 

teachers often look at their own negative behaviour. According to her, watching positive images also 

contributes better to self-awareness. "I worry about things in my head and then I could look back on 

the film and say yes, actually that went quite well (Jasmyn)". On two occasions Marlene chose not to 

watch (part of) the recording, because they were not representative of their development and could 

even damage their gained confidence. 

Feedback. The feedback that has stuck with the teachers the most relates to basic classroom 

management competences "those little tips that get everyone involved", such as how to promote 

effective learning time, concentration and engagement through rest and routines (countdown, stop 

light and timer). What the influence is of positive feedback and interaction with pupils and how a 
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respectful, questioning approach to pupils leads to a good relationship. In the final talk, Marlene was 

able to go a step further and discuss didactic models, the application of differentiation and how to 

maintain flow in instruction.  

Powerfull moments. For Alissa the most memorable fragments are the positive images, for 

example how she radiated calm or the reaction to non-verbal corrections: "that it was visible that I 

had a good relationship with those pupils". Shannon remembers images showing how respectful she 

is to children and what this means: "that I especially ask questions and don't say 'just get to work', 

but 'can you get to work or do you need help?'" Jasmyn remembers images of a pupil who dropped 

out: "he had his finger up the whole time and then I gave someone else a turn [...] then I saw him 

collapse, like 'oh no', then he didn't participate anymore". Kyle liked it that his coach showed him 

that "a boy from my class didn't know the answer and then I asked if someone could give him help, 

because you can also put someone away in a very negative way like 'oh you don't know'".  

A memorable moment for Marjory was that Jasmyn made an intervention after the first 

conversation "3-2-1 I am listening right away" and that the second recording already showed 

improvement. Marlene was especially impressed by Shannon's perseverance and how she recovered 

after a number of difficult weeks and became more self-assured in front of the class. "We thought 

about solutions together to get her energy level up again". For Alissa it took a bit longer to get to the 

heart of the matter, but then "The moment she radiated more calm, the class reacted very well to 

that [...] that was an aha moment, it came in". After applying fading, Marlene put the teachers in 

charge of the conversation, which they picked up well by reflecting on and choosing the images.  

Issues. Marjory enjoys "seeing that an intervention works, success on screen!" and has not 

experienced any issues with regard to filming, analysing and editing, although there is a lot going on 

in the classroom, so in filming you can only focus on specific situations. She primarily has experienced 

a lack of time because she has worked as an interim leader at another school. After her first analysis, 

Marlene accidentally deleted footage of Alissa. "Oh terrible, she was waiting and I came and said 'I 
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have to tell you something very bad, but the images are gone', and there were such beautiful images 

at". The conversation then took place without images: "I also found it valuable, simply to hear that I 

have seen this [...] my coach was more concerned about it than I was". In consultation with her 

coachees, she also chose not to view some images because they were not representative and would 

not contribute to their development. 

Low threshold. The teachers indicated that the camera made them nervous, especially when 

the lesson was not going the way they wanted. Shannon: "This time it did not feel good, I was very 

tired from all the events in the class. I didn't feel good about myself and I didn't feel good about that 

lesson." If a teacher indicates beforehand that the camera is hindering her, then coach Marlene will 

also start without it. The first observations without a camera could remove this obstacle: "That is 

something I could do more often”. This raised the threshold for them to take on the challenge, but 

they all look back on it positively.  

Continuation coach. All participants in this condition experienced that the video footage 

contributed to insight: the working atmosphere, the action-reaction between teacher and pupils and 

small details that you are not aware of as a young teacher, but that can make the difference: "that I 

saw small things and that I immediately saw, oh man, if I add something small it would have worked 

or it would have gone just a bit faster (Alissa)". All experienced an added value of images in the 

conversation. Shannon: "if you can literally see what is happening, then it is perhaps a little more 

credible [...] that you can still give your own value to it, I think adds a lot” and she concludes that 

"This is the first guidance as a starter that really helped me". 

Advice for early career teachers. All four teachers would recommend this form of coaching, 

especially to early career teachers, because a coach is also someone you can tell your story to, who 

really takes the time for you. Jasmyn found it instructive, but knows that others are reluctant to be 

filmed. An observer without a camera can give feedback afterwards, but "with the video footage you 

can see it exactly back and then you can also look at it from your own point of view, what did I like 
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about it and what did I dislike about it". Shannon is convinced of the added value and would say: "Do 

it! (laughs) yes, I can't imagine how this could have a negative effect on anyone, so then you can 

really only recommend it". The coaches recommend guidance to every starting teacher. It helps them 

to think: "what kind of teacher you want to be, sometimes they don't know and it is a condition I 

think". Starters also want tips. Marlene therefore starts with the basics: "first the class has to run 

smoothly with order and routines". Once they have mastered that, she focuses on targeted feedback 

on learning. Marjory likes to look for interventions that have a quick effect and are directly 

achievable. 

Reflection on research participation. Looking back, all participants experienced participation 

in the study as positive and not as an extra burden. Both coaches found, on the one hand, that the 

structure and planning gave them something to hold on to and a nice pace, but on the other hand, 

they were less flexible when it came to filming other lessons. "I would normally have watched the 

start or uh, the start of another lesson or something further on in the lesson". When a teacher or 

group had to be quarantined because of corona, research participation did create extra pressure. 

They are both curious about the results. The teachers also found it instructive and interesting. 

Jasmyn was "actually busy with myself and did not feel at all that I was part of a research project". 

The booklet with research instruments made all participants think. The coaches found filling in and 

distinguishing the CMOT questions quite difficult: "Oh, does this fall under this or that, I found that 

difficult". The list did make them more focused in their observations and included these points of 

discussion in their analysis and conversations. They suspect that the TSES did contribute to some 

awareness on the part of their coachees, "but it's a very good way of increasing awareness, so that 

you think, oh yes, I have to do all this too” The TSES can provide input for discussing and setting 

learning goals, but that did not happen here: "What did you fill in and shall we look at it then. That 

you strengthen it (Marjory)". The logbook kept them sharp and reflective of their own actions. What 

the coaches already thought, the teachers acknowledge: the TSES functioned for Alissa as a checklist 
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and for Shannon it had added value in reflecting: "it does show you a bit of oh yes, I do have a bit of 

trouble with this [...] it also makes you think about how things could be done differently. It is easier 

to look at it point by point than to say: 'my self-efficacy has to improve'". Filling in the TSES 

beforehand triggered Kyle to "think more consciously about your actions, especially at the start. You 

really start to look at yourself critically, what do I actually think of it". Jasmyn used the list mainly to 

make a comparison between then and now. Apart from that she has not been busy with it much. The 

coaches would like to use the instruments more often when starting, following and concluding a 

coaching trajectory. 

BIE-coaching 

Feelings. During the four coaching sessions, the teachers felt supported because "basic skills 

get attention again (Sarah)." and they became more aware of their actions. All three wrote 

'awareness' in their logbook after each session. Awareness during the lesson, by focusing on small 

teacher-actions.  

Coach in class. In John's case, Sarah's presence in the hallway or in the classroom triggered a 

heightened awareness, causing him to adapt his actions to the tips and keywords as they were 

trained during coaching. He noticed that especially after the last two sessions, in which fading was 

applied, he also took action without an earpiece. He attributes this to the keywords, which focused 

on specific actions and situations. 

Conversation with coach. Sarah found the conversations pleasant. She noticed that a 

conversation shortly after the session worked best: "Then it is still fresh in your mind, especially 

because we worked without images." The teachers were open to feedback and shared their surprise: 

"When you passed on that key word and I did it and indeed it works". Identifying new or retaining 

existing keywords was part of the conversation. Sarah: "We came to the conclusion that it was 

valuable to keep the keywords during session two". 
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Keywords. The Ear Coach uses keywords, which were chosen after the initial observations. 

Formulating the first keywords went smoothly according to Sarah. She used the starting observation 

and the goals of the teacher, focusing on the components of class management like specific 

feedback, taking a rest and observing well. When formulating, Sarah steered for words that 'hit the 

mark': “What do you react to, what feels good when you hear it? Then you also know what it is 

about. And uh, I found that very valuable.” Lynde said she had to look back beforehand: what did we 

agree on and what does this mean? Aligning of keywords was necessary after the first session, “both 

in terms of content and how to anticipate on the keyword”. From the second time on, they were on 

the right track and it was then decided to replace some of the keywords, because they were rarely 

used because the coachee was already applying them. Sarah used ‘well done’ to emphasise and 

reinforce positive behaviour, which John found to be a powerful keyword next to ‘check’: “Check 

whether they received the message, check if they want to know anything else, apply a ‘check’. Is it 

okay what I said? Can you follow it?” For Lynde and Sarah, 'check' and 'strategy' were powerful 

keywords. Talking about keywords also contributed "just talking about keywords makes me act very 

consciously already (John)." Sarah agrees by writing: "The tuning in of the keywords already gives the 

coachee a trigger to start working on them, very motivating." 

Earpiece. Lynde found the Ear Coach a bit more impersonal because of the computer voice, 

"because it is also another voice and then suddenly you hear such a keyword that I think oh yes [...] it 

is not the voice of the one who is in my class." It took some time getting used to the Ear Coach and 

earpiece, but that went smoothly. Lynde experienced the earpiece as a nuisance, because of the dull 

sound: "I can hardly hear anything because of the earpiece on that ear." As habituation occurred, the 

Ear Coach was experienced as user-friendly, clear and low-treshold. Even though John’s earpiece fell 

out regularly, he experienced that he was relaxed doing his thing, teaching and liked it be guided 

directly.  
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Cognitive overload. Sarah did not want to overload her coachees with feedback, to prevent 

cognitive overload. However, Lynde indicated that after a keyword she thought " you have to think, 

this is the situation now and what do I have to change now.”  Even though Sarah wrote down that 

keeping the keywords during session two, they decided to add new keywords for the third session. 

John and Lynde had to get used to them again, which increased cognitive overload. Also timing was 

important and a challenge, again to prevent cognitive overload.  

Immediate feedback. According to Sarah, the content and process of the BIE-coaching did 

not differ from her usual way of working, with a camera. The earpiece "gave another dimension", 

through the direct connection with the teacher, which made coaching "in the moment" possible. She 

saw immediate action-reaction, with short eye contact, a smile or a head nod. John liked the quick 

anticipation of the keywords, that he saw the result immediately "now I noticed immediately okay, 

check, so I can do this now and check". Sarah recognised this, because with previous video analysis 

afterwards she discovered missed opportunities, moments. With the Ear Coach, she acted 

immediately, which, according to all three, increased the effectiveness. Sarah noticed that a 

conversation shortly after the session was pleasant, because it was “fresh in the mind”, especially 

since there were no video recordings. 

Powerfull moments. All three experienced a positive cooperation and interaction, openness 

to feedback and sharing experiences with analytical reasoning. John was pleased with feedback 

about taking distance, to start with short observations. Lynde remembered the compliments, such as 

the good working atmosphere and calm in her group. For Sarah a memorable moment was the 

habituation of the pupils, as they asked at session four "where is your earpiece now?". 

Issues. Before a technical update was implemented, Sarah experienced agitation and stress 

because the app crashed multiple times. Once that was resolved, the app functioned well, except 

that music from another app or an incoming caller caused an interruption, resulting in hilarity. She 

did missed her camera regularly because she wasn’t able to follow the interaction between the 
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teacher and the pupil, their conversation, due to her position in the classroom. With a camera she is 

closer to the situation: “that you can hear what is being said, that is often very valuable.” To solve 

this problem, she plans to use both in new projects, the Ear Coach as an attribute to her repertoire. 

The app-report offered leads for the conversation afterwards "I typed the phrase: 'put yourself on 

pause' and you see it happen and it comes back in the conversation: you said that and I did it and 

indeed it works." 

Low threshold. The teachers have experienced the ear coach as more accessible when 

tension is experienced during camera use. John: "I know from my fellow students, they feel the fear 

of a camera [...] I think an earpiece is very different, because there is simply no camera pointed at 

you and you do not have to look back at yourself". Lynde agrees: "The Ear Coach is a bit smaller, a bit 

more accessible for beginning teachers [...] that it does help you but it's just more mutual with each 

other." Coach Sarah recognises that feeling of teachers and thinks that the Ear Coach is adding, 

because you can broadcast right away: "it is very nice to use during class management, you can 

anticipate right away what you see". 

Continuation coach. At first it was a bit of a trial, searching together for a pleasant working 

method, but because the process was carried out together the participants look back on it as 

positive, fun and educational. They are happy to share the results with their colleagues. Sarah did 

miss her camera, but will use the app more often, with or without a camera, depending on the 

situation and learning questions of a new coachee. She considers to use the questionnaire and CMOT 

to further map the initial situation of new teachers. The back-up and support during the research was 

pleasant. 

Advice for early career teachers. John’s advice for other starting teachers is to be open to 

coaching: "Go for it.” The approach is not to correct, but to emphasise what is going well, to support 

and help further. According to John, the Ear Coach is therefore particularly useful for beginners, 

because you can act directly “in the moment”. He hopes that starters can shake of the tension of a 
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spectator in the classroom, because he gained an experience seeing teaching situations differently. 

Lynde agrees, “If you are still nervous about video and such [...] if, as a starter, you find them intense, 

or are uncertain about video, then the Ear Coach is more accessible [...] it still helps that someone is 

consciously watching with you, but that it is just more a mutual contact, you and the coach (Lynde).”  

Video & BIE-coaching 

Feelings. The teachers and coach were curious and slightly tense about what they were 

about to experience, but also confident in each other. Meghan was aware of the vulnerability of 

teachers: "it is not an assessment, but it always puts a certain pressure on people and that it is very 

important how you deal with that as a coach".  

dealing with that as a coach". She finds it special how people open up to her. Prior to each 

session, Melody experienced tension: "Sometimes it felt like extra 'pressure' and then I thought 

before an observation: 'what have I gotten myself into?'". This quickly ebbed away during the session 

and on the whole Melody looks back positively on the insights and self-confidence she gained thanks 

to the coaching.  

Coach in class. In this condition, two coaches were present in the classroom, one applying 

the Ear Coach and one filming with a camera. Deborah and Melody did experience tension 

beforehand, but at the moment itself Deborah noticed that "the coaches also became a kind of 

invisible".  

Conversation with coach. Despite the negative aspects, Melody and Meghan experienced 

coaching using a combination of BIE and video as positive. In the conversations she went deeper into 

the how and why of a clue and saw and analysed the interactions in detail. The recordings helped 

Melody to recall moments "you had the information from both sides, so I really liked that."  The 

addition of video recordings was an added value for all three. Melody found it impressive to see how 

focused the pupils were on her during her lesson. She saw the reactions of the students to her 

feedback, that was valuable. Deborah agrees and experiences this as the power of images: "but now I 
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also saw what it did to the children [...] it has such an effect on me, but also on the pupils, so it is 

worthwhile to keep doing." 

Keywords. Meghan and Melody chose keywords about different types of feedback: strategy, 

modus, quality and content. After the first session Meghan doubted whether the immediate 

feedback had had any effect, she found that she had to get used to it. But afterwards they noticed 

that Melody’s learning question was too difficult, and lay outside the scope of the Ear Coach: "Too 

bad, I made it too difficult." They think that with a small concrete goal it can be "a gigantic addition 

(Melody)", for example if you want to introduce a 'bell' as a silence signal in class. All three agreed 

that a keyword must be concrete and unambiguous, aimed at a small goal. Melody's keywords were 

too multi-interpretable, so she only experienced ‘well done' as powerful: “For me that was really the 

confirmation of oh, this is right now, because then I make that link in my head and it stays and then I 

know, yes this fits well at this moment.". For Deborah 'wait' and 'compliment' were powerful 

keywords: "I also noticed that afterwards I walked around without an earpiece and thought: oh yes, 

this is a moment to give a compliment. So that was a very concrete goal and then I found it very 

nice." In addition to choosing the right keywords, the timing and frequency of immediate feedback 

was a challenge for Meghan, sometimes she was 'too late'. She discovered that "even sending one 

keyword in a coaching session can be very helpful and sufficient" and that two to three keywords is 

maximum to process. 

Earpiece. Deborah had to get used to the earpiece, but soon had no problems with it. For 

Melody it took more time: "I had it in my right ear and on the right side you heard a lot less, so it was 

really a bit, how do you say, like your senses were not quite as they were and I really had to get used 

to that". During the first session the sound was a bit loud, which was adjusted during the second 

session: "You are facing outwards and then suddenly something comes in, but yes, the quality was 

good and the volume, yes it could have been a bit softer for me." 
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Camera in class. When Melody made a mistake she found the camera intense, but when 

looking back she noticed "in the end it was a super learning moment and it was very nice to pick it up 

again with the children". The possibility of looking back at moments gave her peace of mind. She 

therefore experienced the images afterwards as positive. 

Cognitive overload. Melody and Deborah did experience cognitive overload when immediate 

feedback with keywords was applied. Deborah: "I was distracted by the instructions in the beginning. 

That did get better as the lesson progressed. I was confused because I was getting directions when I 

had no idea why." Especially the keyword 'consequence' had impact: "you start thinking in your 

head, what should I have seen and what do I see now and at the same time your lesson goes on, so I 

found that very uhm…, inconvenient." Melody: "sometimes I had a moment of panic when I did not 

know what to do with the feedback."  On screen the images showed otherwise, which led to relief. 

Meghan understands these feelings of distress because she also felt she “disturbed her coachee 

while thinking", especially when the learning question was too comprehensive, like in Melody's 

situation concerning feedback.  

Feedback. According to Meghan, by zooming in and analysing specific moments, you realize 

how things can be done differently. She noticed that this was enlightening for Melody and they fine-

tuned the keywords: "We saw what we could do in detail to improve even more." Especially the 

images were valuable for Melody's development and sense of competence. Meghan: "I think the 

most important thing is the strengthening of the feelings of competence, getting feedback on her 

actions, about which she is often still quite insecure.” The power of video clips, for early career 

teachers in particular, is that they see their actions: "As a coach you are, uhm, I have been a mirror." 

In the conversations she went deeper into the how and why of a clue and she saw and analyse the 

effects on the teacher and the class in detail: "we had a very rich conversation about this." The 

images helped Melody to recall moments "you had the information from both sides, so I really liked 

that."  
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Powerfull moments. Melody remembers an early image of a pupil who was not able to learn, 

was often angry and sad. At the time she invested a lot in their relationship, but she didn't have the 

impression during instructions that he was coming along. She wondered how she could improve this. 

The image showed "I saw him working hard and just looking at me and what he was doing and with 

the erase board and writing everything down, I really had to cry, because it touched me so much, 

what a hard job he is doing." 

Issues. Like Sarah, Meghan experienced stress prior to the app-update. After that, the 

application ran well, but it took some time getting used to. Melody felt tension before each session, 

thinking "what have I got myself into?", but she concludes that it gave her more than the energy it 

cost. Meghan understands this tension well: "when you coach someone, it is not an assessment, but 

it always puts a certain pressure on people.” How you deal with this vulnerability is important to her: 

"You can bring a lot of good, but it can also go the other way." Another negative aspect was the 

muffled sound in one ear due to the earpiece, which made Melody less able to rely on her senses.  

Low threshold. Despite that Deborah has only been through two sessions, she has 

experienced the added value of the Ear Coach: "Of course it has a real effect, you see a face change 

right away, and you don't see it like that otherwise because, well, you keep on walking". Meghan and 

Melody experienced this too, but because of their choice of keywords, they felt they did not fully 

experienced the functionality. They think that keeping it small, with two or three keywords, the Ear 

Coach is valuable and can be a safe start when the camera is too tense. 

Continuation coach. All experienced coaching using a combination of BIE and video as 

positive. Especially the images were valuable for Melody's development and sense of competence. 

Meghan: "I think the most important thing is the strengthening of the feelings of competence, 

getting feedback on her actions, about which she is often still quite insecure.” Meghan experienced 

the Ear Coach as complementary to video coaching. She wants to continue using the app in 
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combination with her camera, to realize ‘coaching on the job’, but if you are working on your own as 

a coach, it is a challenge how to implement the combination. 

Advice for early career teachers. Melody's advice to other early career teachers is to do it, 

even if you dread it. Melody and Meghan advise the combination to early career teachers, but it has 

to fit their purpose. A small target, like implementing a 'bell' is more suitable than the one Melody 

had worked on, providing specific feedback. Deborah adds that the learning objective must be 

something small and clear: “Choose the 'golden eggs', things that take little effort and have a large 

effect.” 

Reflection on research participation. Melody is thankful she participated in coaching and this 

study: "Thanks to this study, I have remained standing. If I hadn't seen the images and if my coach 

hadn't looked at them, I think I would have started acting very weird at this school too, trying out 

other things that didn't suit me at all, through the coaching I learned: the things I do, go well. Thanks 

to the coaching I’m still standing."  

 


